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Abstract

The Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) mission has monitored total water storage anomalies (TWSA)

globally with unprecedented resolution and accuracy since 2002. However, many applications require a data-based, multi-

decadal extended record of TWSA prior to the GRACE period and for bridging the eleven-months gap between GRACE

and its successor GRACE Follow-On (GRACE-FO), that does not depend on hydrological modelling. Statistical and machine-

learning ‘reconstruction’ approaches have been developed to this end, mostly via identifying relations of GRACE-derived TWSA

to climate variables, and some regional or global land data sets are now publicly available.

In this contribution, we compare the two global reconstructions by Humphrey and Gudmundsson (2019) and Li et al.(2021)

mutually and against output from the water Global Analysis and Prognosis (WaterGAP) hydrological model from 1979 onwards,

against large-scale mass-change derived from geodetic satellite laser ranging (SLR) from 1992 onwards, and finally against

differing GRACE/-FO solutions from 2002 onwards.

We find that the reconstructions agree surprisingly well in many regions at seasonal and sub-seasonal timescales, even in the pre-

GRACE era. We find larger differences at inter-annual timescales which we speculate are in part due to the way reconstructions

are trained, and in part on which specific GRACE solution they are trained as well as the climatological characteristics of the

region. Our comparison against independent SLR data reveals that reconstructions (only) partially succeed in representing

anomalous TWSA for regions that are influenced by large climate modes such as El Ni$\tilde{\text{n}}$o-Southern Oscillation

(ENSO).
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Abstract13

[ The Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) mission has monitored to-14

tal water storage anomalies (TWSA) globally with unprecedented resolution and accu-15

racy since 2002. However, many applications require a data-based, multi-decadal extended16

record of TWSA prior to the GRACE period and for bridging the eleven-months gap be-17

tween GRACE and its successor GRACE Follow-On (GRACE-FO), that does not de-18

pend on hydrological modelling. Statistical and machine-learning ’reconstruction’ ap-19

proaches have been developed to this end, mostly via identifying relations of GRACE-20

derived TWSA to climate variables, and some regional or global land data sets are now21

publicly available.22

In this contribution, we compare the two global reconstructions by Humphrey and23

Gudmundsson (2019) and F. Li et al. (2021) mutually and against output from the wa-24

ter Global Analysis and Prognosis (WaterGAP) hydrological model from 1979 onwards,25

against large-scale mass-change derived from geodetic satellite laser ranging (SLR) from26

1992 onwards, and finally against differing GRACE/-FO solutions from 2002 onwards.27

We find that the reconstructions agree surprisingly well in many regions at seasonal28

and sub-seasonal timescales, even in the pre-GRACE era. We find larger differences at29

inter-annual timescales which we speculate are in part due to the way reconstructions30

are trained, and in part on which specific GRACE solution they are trained as well as31

the climatological characteristics of the region. Our comparison against independent SLR32

data reveals that reconstructions (only) partially succeed in representing anomalous TWSA33

for regions that are influenced by large climate modes such as El Niño-Southern Oscil-34

lation (ENSO). ]35

Plain Language Summary36

Water is a life sustaining resource, crucial for human survival, agricultural and eco-37

nomical proposes. Since 2002, the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE)38

mission monitors total water storage anomalies (TWSA) on a global scale, allowing the39

analysis of temporal changes in the water cycle. However, the time series is limited to40

20 years. Many data analysis applications require a data-based, multi-decadal extended41

record of TWSA prior to the GRACE period. Reconstructions are directly ”build” based42

on the GRACE observation, finding a relationship between GRACE-derived TWSA and43

climate variables.44

In this contribution, we compare the two global reconstructions by Humphrey and45

Gudmundsson (2019) and F. Li et al. (2021) mutually and against output from the wa-46

ter Global Analysis and Prognosis (WaterGAP) hydrological model from 1979 onwards,47

against large-scale mass-change derived from geodetic satellite laser ranging (SLR) from48

1992 onwards, and finally against differing GRACE/-FO solutions from 2002 onwards.49

We find the reconstructions reveal similar regions affected by water storage changes50

over the last four decades, especially for basins with strong TWSA signals like the Ama-51

zon. Our comparison against independent SLR data reveals that reconstructions (only)52

partially succeed in representing anomalous TWSA for regions that are influenced by large53

climate modes such as El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO).54

1 Introduction55

The GRACE (Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment) and GRACE-FO (GRACE56

Follow-On) satellite missions provide time variable gravity field models and estimates57

of total water storage anomalies (TWSA) with monthly resolution since 2002 (Tapley58

et al., 2019). GRACE and GRACE-FO (hereafter GRACE-/FO) data have enabled study-59

ing the natural variability of the terrestrial water cycle and its response to radiative forc-60

ing, land use, and water withdrawal and redirection (Rodell et al., 2018). TWSA maps61

have been used to quantify groundwater stress (Richey et al., 2015), large-scale droughts62
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(Zhao et al., 2017; Gerdener et al., 2020) and floods (Reager et al., 2014; Han et al., 2021),63

vegetation response (Geruo et al., 2017), and soil processes (Swenson & Lawrence, 2014).64

In general, the long-term temporal evolution of water storage observed by satellites can65

be linked to modifications of the land boundary conditions and the resulting climate forc-66

ing, the direct and indirect impacts of anthropogenic activities such as groundwater ab-67

straction and land use change, and the hydrological response of the system (Eicker et68

al., 2016), and regions where trends and accelerations share the same sign may be seen69

as moving away from the long-term equilibrium of the water cycle. In addition, several70

studies (Zaitchik et al., 2008; Eicker et al., 2014; Tangdamrongsub et al., 2015; Girotto71

et al., 2016; Khaki et al., 2017; Schumacher et al., 2018; B. Li et al., 2019; Springer et72

al., 2019; Tangdamrongsub et al., 2020; Gerdener et al., 2020) assimilated GRACE/-FO73

TWSA data into hydrological and land surface models, to add realism to model simu-74

lations. Apart from these climate and hydrology applications, observation-based TWSA75

maps are increasingly employed in geodesy e.g. for loading computations for satellite al-76

timetry (Ray et al., 2013) and GNSS (Chanard et al., 2018; Mémin et al., 2020), deriv-77

ing geocenter estimates (Wu & Heflin, 2015), or simulating the hydrological angular mo-78

mentum contribution to Earth rotation variations (Seoane et al., 2009; Jin et al., 2010).79

However, the use of GRACE/-FO data for e.g. deriving changes in the frequency80

of water storage extremes (Kusche et al., 2016) or for climate model evaluation (Jensen81

et al., 2019), is severely hampered by the short duration of the time series. Similarly, it82

is well-known that trend and acceleration estimates derived within the present GRACE/-83

FO time period are affected by inter-annual variability (Eicker et al., 2016). In addition,84

there is an eleven-month gap between GRACE and GRACE-FO, and the GRACE record85

has several shorter gaps due to battery problems on the spacecraft. All this limits not86

only the use of GRACE/-FO TWSA data for confronting model simulations, but also87

the assimilation of TWSA data into models, as assimilation frameworks are usually ill-88

prepared for data sets with gaps. Unfortunately, no geodetic observing technique pro-89

vides either time-variable gravity fields or any other variable that could be related to global90

land TWSA in the pre-GRACE era with a spatial resolution comparable to GRACE.91

Data-based ’reconstructions’ of gridded total water storage seek to provide substi-92

tute data and in this way to overcome many of the issues mentioned above, typically by93

deriving and training a relationship between the monthly GRACE TWSA maps and pre-94

dictors for which multidecadal data records are available. The mathematical framework95

to derive a relationship is either based on regression techniques or on machine learning96

methods. Predictors are mostly chosen as climate variables that play a dominating role97

in the terrestrial water budget, such as precipitation or land surface temperature, but98

they can also include other hydrological or space-geodetic observations. Predictors can99

be sets of single time series (e.g. ENSO index, modes derived via empirical orthogonal100

function analysis) or spatial fields.101

TWSA reconstruction methods can serve, at the same time, for predicting near real-102

time or even future total water storage variability (Forootan et al., 2014). This may be103

useful in diagnosing problems e.g. in quick-look data analysis, in identifying real anoma-104

lies, or in forecasting e.g. drought or flood conditions at the seasonal timescale (Reager105

et al., 2014).106

Table Appendix B.1 provides an overview of different reconstructions of total wa-107

ter storage. Becker et al. (2011) were upon the first in reconstructing water storage, for108

the 1980−2008 time frame. In the Amazon basin, gridded TWSA maps are derived based109

on the most energetic spatial modes seen by GRACE, as identified via from singular value110

decomposition, and scaled with in-situ water level data from river gauges. This approach111

is essentially identical to how the sea level community reconstructs past sea surface height112

maps from a few decades of radar altimetry and long records from tide gauges (Church113

et al., 2004). Forootan et al. (2020) and Richter et al. (2021) applied similar methods114

later at the global scale in order to close the eleven-months gap between GRACE and115

GRACE-FO with data from the Swarm satellites. Both studies reported a notable de-116
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crease in the noise level and an improvement in the spatial resolution by combining Swarm117

and GRACE.118

Forootan (2014) developed an approach for predicting water storage anomalies over119

West Africa based on low-degree autoregressive TWSA modelling driven by external vari-120

ables, which were selected from independent or principal components of relevant climate121

fields. Autoregressive modelling was also used to close the gap between the two GRACE122

missions by Lenczuk et al. (2022). Their process model does not employ any external123

predictor data sets and thus uncertainty accumulates quickly; to mitigate this Lenczuk124

et al. (2022) suggest forward- and backward propagation.125

Many recent studies turned to machine learning algorithms (see table Appendix126

B.1). Long et al. (2014) studied floods and droughts in a karst plateau in China using127

temporally extended GRACE data. They used an artificial neural network (ANN) to learn128

the relationship between monthly precipitation, mean temperature and soil moisture de-129

rived from the Global Land Data Assimilation System (GLDAS) (Rodell et al., 2004).130

A similar study was carried out by Zhang et al. (2016) for the Yangtze basin in China,131

where they used an ANN with precipitation and soil moisture inputs to extend the GRACE132

time series and characterize drought impacts on the Yangtze. A. Y. Sun et al. (2019) ap-133

plied a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) to learn the relation between GLDAS134

and GRACE-derived TWSA for India. The focus of their study was laid on the success135

of the CNN training: CNNs are mostly used for image classification and trained on big136

data sets, whereas the GRACE data set with around 170 monthly maps (Tapley et al.,137

2019) is comparably small. Yu et al. (2021) also used deep learning to reconstruct GRACE-138

like TWSA for the Canadian landmass, while training with modelled TWSA. Apart from139

deep learning, Z. Sun et al. (2020) used multiple linear regression (MLR) and seasonal140

autoregressive integrated moving average with exogenous variable (SARIMAX) to pre-141

dict water storage changes in around 60 global basins. They found good agreement across142

the three methods for the reconstructed signals for humid and low-intensity irrigated ar-143

eas. For drier regions their results showed significant variations, indicating that the per-144

formance of an algorithm may depend on hydroclimatic characteristics of the basin. In145

a second study A. Y. Sun et al. (2021) focused on the GRACE– GRACE-FO data gap.146

They used six different machine learning algorithms and multiple groups of meteorolog-147

ical and climatic variables to fill the time series over conterminous U.S., and suggest to148

combine different ML models to provide a final robust estimate.149

From a user perspective, there is no clear picture yet emerging as to what approach150

might show advantages and disadvantages at which temporal and spatial scales, and in151

which climate regimes. Some of the above mentioned studies were designed to fill the152

relatively short gap between the GRACE and GRACE-FO missions, while others aimed153

indeed at multidecadal time series. Except for the studies utilizing Swarm data, all the154

works mentioned above provide regionally restricted reconstructions.155

In this contribution, we therefore focus on (in the following abbreviated as HG19)156

Humphrey and Gudmundsson (2019) and (Li21 in the following) F. Li et al. (2021), which157

are, to our knowledge, the only two published reconstructions of total water storage anoma-158

lies for the entire global land excluding ice caps and glaciated regions. Both HG19 and159

Li21 cover more than four decades and here we will look at 1979-2020, later on called160

the full time frame. Both HG19 and Li21 reconstruct TWSA variations from long-term161

climate variable records via relations trained in the GRACE time period, but they rely162

on very different mathematical approaches.163

HG19 formulated a model with deterministic and stochastic components to describe164

the inter-annual variability of water storage change over time. While the deterministic165

part relates storage to precipitation and temperature via a simple 1D (i.e. grid-cell based)166

first-order decay model, Humphrey and Gudmundsson (2019) fitted a spatial autoregres-167

sive noise model (Cressie, 1993) to spatial and temporal correlation structure in the GRACE168

TWSA maps, in order to quantify the underlying stochastic process. Markov Chain Monte169

Carlo is used to achieve a representative error distribution, and the reconstruction is de-170

rived as an ensemble consisting of 100 realisations.171
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In a very different setting, the Li21 framework combines machine learning with time172

series analysis and statistical decomposition techniques. In a first step the dominant (both173

statistically independent and orthogonal) modes of GRACE and climate data are iden-174

tified. Selected relevant modes are then decomposed into linear trend, seasonal, inter-175

annual part, and subseasonal using different approaches, and each temporal signal com-176

ponent is reconstructed by either simple neural network, autoregressive modelling with177

exogenous variables or multilinear regression. The global land is divided into basins, and178

for each basin the optimal combination of the methods is learned (F. Li et al., 2021).179

For evaluating these two global multidecadal reconstructions in the pre-GRACE180

era, we use output from the hydrological model WaterGAP (Müller Schmied et al., 2020a)181

and, for the first time, low degree time-variable gravity fields from the geodetic satellite182

laser raging (SLR) technique (Löcher & Kusche, 2020).183

WaterGAP simulates water flows and water storage in canopy, snow, soil, ground-184

water, lakes, man-made reservoirs, wetlands and rivers (Müller Schmied et al., 2020a),185

with total water storage being defined over the sum of these compartments. The model186

differs from many global hydrological or land surface models in its representation of an-187

thropogenic processes; its global water use models determine the water use for irrigation,188

livestock, domestic, manufacturing and thermal power, then required net water abstrac-189

tion is partitioned into net abstraction from surface water and groundwater. In the con-190

text of comparing to TWSA reconstructions trained on GRACE/-FO data, it is worth191

mentioning that WaterGAP is however limited in its representation of water abstraction,192

that it uses rather simple algorithms for simulating reservoir operations, and that it does193

not simulate at all glacier mass variability. The model has, however, quite often been com-194

pared to GRACE/-FO data with favorable results in particular at seasonal and sub-seasonal195

timescales (Müller Schmied et al., 2020a).196

SLR contributes to the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF) as well197

as low degree gravity field models (Pearlman et al., 2019). The sensitivity of the SLR198

satellites to the time variable gravity field ranges from the Earth’s center-of-mass to about199

degree ten (M. Cheng et al., 2011). To increase the spectral resolution while sacrificing200

some independence of the procedure from GRACE, Löcher and Kusche (2020) fitted, in201

addition to certain low-degree spherical harmonics, a few empirical orthogonal functions202

of the recent GRACE solutions to the SLR ranging data. This hybrid approach resulted,203

after back-transformation of the empirical orthogonal functions (EOF), in monthly sets204

of spherical harmonic coefficients complete up to degree and order 60.205

The paper is organised as follows: In section 2 we present the data sets amd meth-206

ods that will be employed in this study. Section 3 describes our analysis of the two global207

land water storage reconstructions L21 and HG19 with respect to each other, and when208

compared to WaterGAP. For each data set the trend, acceleration, annual amplitude and209

phase, the interannual signal and the subseasonal signal are discussed for the pre-GRACE210

era (1979-2002) and for the full reconstruction period (1979-2016). In section 4 the two211

reconstructions are compared to different GRACE solutions, i.e. not only those they were212

trained on, and after spectral truncation, to the SLR data by Löcher and Kusche (2020)213

for the years 1992−2002. An examination of the long term evolution of the water stor-214

age for nine major river basins closes this section. The findings of this study are briefly215

summarized in section 5.216

2 Data and Methods217

2.1 Data218

2.1.1 GRACE/FO data219

Three different GRACE/-FO level-2 (L2) solutions, the ITSG2018 series (Mayer-220

Gürr et al., 2018), the release 06 (RL06) from the Center for Space Research of the Uni-221

versity of Texas (CSR) from the website CSR (2018) and the RL06 GFZ Potsdam data222

(Dahle et al., 2018, 2019), and the mass concentration (mascon) solution provided by223
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CSR (Save et al., 2016) were used to evaluate the reconstructions. All GRACE/-FO data224

sets cover the time from April 2002 to December 2020. As no interpolation was applied225

the GRACE/FO data contain gaps, including the nearly one year period between the226

two missions.227

The spherical harmonic solutions were expanded up to degree and order 96. The228

degree-one and C20 coefficients were replaced as recommended in M. Cheng et al. (2011).229

The coefficients were smoothed with a DDK3 filter (Kusche, 2007). Time-variable sig-230

nals due to glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA), i.e. the ongoing viscoelastic uplift of the231

Earth’s crust in response to the melting of the former ice sheets, was corrected for us-232

ing the model by Peltier et al. (2018).233

2.1.2 Global reconstructions of GRACE-type gridded total water stor-234

age235

The F. Li et al. (2021) data set represents a reconstruction of monthly, total wa-236

ter storage anomalies from 1979−2020 on a 0.5◦ x 0.5◦ grid. Their framework combine237

machine learning techniques with time series and statistical decomposition techniques.238

F. Li et al. (2021) employed the RL06 monthly CSR GRACE solution as predictand and239

tested several meteorological variables (see table Appendix B.1) as predictors. In a first240

step, the dominant modes of the input data were identified via either the Principal Com-241

ponent Analysis (PCA) or Independent Component Analysis (ICA) technique. Selected242

modes were then partitioned into linear trend, seasonal, and inter-annual , and the resid-243

ual variability signals using either Least-Squares (LS) or seasonal-trend decomposition244

based on loess (STL) (Cleveland et al., 1990) methods. Each signal component is recon-245

structed by either artificial neural network (ANN), autoregressive exogenous model (ARX)246

or multi-linear regression (MLR) approaches. The global land area is divided into hy-247

drological basins, and for each basin the optimal combination of the framework described248

above was determined via evaluation against observed GRACE/-FO data.249

The Humphrey and Gudmundsson (2019) global reconstruction covers the time pe-250

riod from 1979− 2019 on a 0.5◦ x 0.5◦ grid. The reconstruction is build as consisting251

of a deterministic and a stochastic part. The first one was formulated as a first order de-252

cay model, linking the effect of temperature and precipitation on water storage in a sim-253

plified way. To identify and quantify a stochastic process, underlying the spatial and tem-254

poral correlation structure seen in the original GRACE solutions, Humphrey and Gud-255

mundsson (2019) employed a spatial autoregressive (SAR) model as in Cressie (1993).256

A Markov chain Monte Carlo procedure was then used to generate representative sam-257

ple distributions. Two GRACE solutions, three precipitation and two temperature datasets258

were used to generate six different reconstructions. Each solution consists of an ensem-259

ble of 100 realisations. Here, we used the reconstruction based on the JPL masconcs so-260

lution and the ERA5 forcing data (Hersbach et al., 2020). We chose this combination261

since, according to Humphrey and Gudmundsson (2019) it is the closest to the ”true”262

GRACE solution.263

2.1.3 Low degree gravity fields from SLR264

SLR is commonly used to derive low degree spherical harmonic coefficients, the geo-265

center position, station coordinates, and thus significantly contributes to the Interna-266

tional Terrestrial Reference Frame (Altamimi et al., 2016; M. K. Cheng et al., 2013). Within267

the post-processing of GRACE and GRACE-FO data sets the C20 oblateness coefficient268

from the level-1 analysis is regularly replaced by estimates based on SLR, and this has269

been recommended for C30 as well (M. Cheng & Ries, 2023)). SLR results have been also270

frequently used to validate hydrological angular momentum (HAM) estimates derived271

from hydrological modelling (Śliwińska et al., 2021; W. Chen et al., 2017). The sensi-272

tivity of the SLR technique to the time variable gravity field is however limited to spher-273

ical harmonic degrees of about n = 5 or 6, with certain coefficients of higher degree and274
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order being observable due to the SLR orbital geometry while others cannot be separated275

(Sośnica et al., 2015).276

To increase the spectral resolution of the SLR technique Löcher and Kusche (2020)277

and recently M. Cheng and Ries (2023) employed a parameterization based on the EOF278

approach in the SLR data reduction instead of spherical harmonics. In this method, the279

leading spatial patterns of mass variability, i.e. the EOF functions, were derived from280

the unfiltered spherical harmonics coefficients from GRACE (based on the ITSG-Grace2018281

solution in Löcher and Kusche (2020)) in a preprocessing step.282

Within a dynamic orbit improvement procedure, in the hybrid approach some low-283

degree spherical harmonic coefficients and a set of scaling factors fitting the GRACE EOFs284

were derived, fitting the original laser range observations. Spherical harmonic coefficients285

complete to higher degrees are finally derived via re-mapping the scaled EOFs. In this286

way, Löcher and Kusche (2020) derived monthly gravity fields from 1992− 2020 com-287

plete up to spherical harmonic degree n = 60. These solutions must be viewed as hav-288

ing inherited spatial constraints from GRACE in the sense that EOFs beyond some thresh-289

old in signal power, and thus combinations of spherical harmonics, were truncated and290

effectively set to zero. However, they include information on mass change in the pre-GRACE291

era of unprecedented spatial resolution (see validations in Löcher and Kusche (2020)),292

are publicly available, and we thus use them here to assess the reconstructions described293

earlier.294

2.1.4 The Water Global Analysis and Prognosis (WaterGAP) model295

The WaterGAP model (Müller Schmied et al., 2020a) consists of three major com-296

ponents, i.e. the global water use model, the linking model Groundwater-Surface Wa-297

ter Use (GWSWUSE) and the WaterGAP Global Hydrology Model (WGHM). The global298

water use model determines water use for irrigation, livestock, domestic and manufac-299

turing use, and thermal power. GWSWUSE divides the net water abstraction determined300

by the global water use model into net abstraction for surface water and groundwater.301

Net abstraction together with climate forcing then form the input for the WGHM model.302

WGHM represents water flows and storage in ten compartments; i.e. canopy, snow, soil,303

groundwater, lakes, man-made reservoirs, wetlands and rivers.304

From this we derived monthly total water storage for the years 1901−2016 by ac-305

cumulating over all storages. It is worth mentioning here that WaterGAP does not sim-306

ulate glaciers.307

2.2 Methods308

For all comparisons in this study, total water storage trend, acceleration, annual309

amplitude and annual phase are estimated within a least squares approach.310

The sub-seasonal signal is defined here as the signal with a period shorter than a311

year. After removing trend and annual signal from the time series, a high pass filter was312

used to suppress frequencies below 1 cycle per year. The inter-annual signal is defined313

as the signal with periods longer than one year. It is obtained here via low pass filter-314

ing, after the time series were reduced by a trend, annual and semiannual signal. For the315

inter-annual and sub-seasonal signals the power is represented via the root mean square316

(RMS) of the variability.317

For the comparison with results from satellite laser raging in section 4, all data sets318

are expanded into spherical harmonics, truncated at the same degree and order as the319

SLR data, and expressed as mass change fields. This step is required, as the SLR fields320

used in this study have a coarse resolution, and we use them only until a spherical har-321

monic degree of n = 12.322

We excluded Antarctica and Greenland signals from the reconstructions and Wa-323

terGAP, as we feel we do not have reliable modelling data here that could complement324
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our approach. We also exclude those regions from the SLR data to facilitate the com-325

parison.326

3 Continental total water storage anomalies in the pre-GRACE era327

The primary objective of global, data based reconstructions of total water storage328

is to better understand the collective response of the land system to long-variability in329

the rainfall and temperature while remaining independent of hydrological modelling, with330

applications ranging from space geodesy and sea level budgeting to providing constraints331

to climate modelling studies. It is important however to understand that reconstructions332

are by construction principle developed to reproduce or disregard certain temporal scales,333

and are bound to reproduce events and signatures that are represented in the used pre-334

dictor variables.335

We suggest therefore to distinguish internal and external consistency. In what fol-336

lows, we will first present a systematic analysis of the HG19 and L21 global land water337

storage reconstructions with respect to each other, and when compared to the Water-338

GAP model, which also relies on meteorological forcing fields but in a very different way.339

For each data set the linear trend, acceleration, annual amplitude and phase, interan-340

nual signal, and finally the subseasonal signal are discussed separately for the pre-GRACE341

era (1979-2002) and for the full reconstruction period (1979-2016). In section 4 follow-342

ing thereafter, the focus will then be on an independent ’external’ evaluation with GRACE/-343

FO and SLR data.344

3.1 Continental total water storage anomalies in the years 1979-2016345

3.1.1 Humphrey and Gudmundsson (2019) reconstruction based on GRACE346

data347

The first column of figure 1 shows the linear trend, acceleration, average annual348

amplitude and phase, sub seasonal and inter-annual signal variations for HG19 for the349

years 1979-2016. The metrics reveal a ”chessboard”pattern, that is most likely due to350

the model formulation of HG19. This reconstruction does not include a trend – Humphrey351

and Gudmundsson (2019) argue that trends seen by GRACE are mainly driven by an-352

thropogenic effects, which cannot be explained by their statistical model. However, changes353

in temperature and precipitation include a trend, which can be estimated based on a least354

square adjustment from the reconstructions. Negative trends are visible for the Congo355

basin, the region around the Lake Victoria, the Mississippi basin, the Tocantins basin,356

the Parnaiba basin and the Sao Francisco basin. Positive trends are found for the Orinoco357

basin, the Zambezi basin and around the Thar desert.358

Negative accelerations, i.e. increasing rates of water storage decline or ’accelerated359

drying’ are found for the Mississippi, Colorado and Rio Grande basin in North Amer-360

ica, along with the the large basins along South America’s Atlantic coast, the Amazon361

basin, for the Congo basin in Africa, the Volga and Don basin, the Amur basin, large362

swathes in the eastern part of China, and the Murray-Darling basin in Australia. Pos-363

itive accelerations, i.e. increased rates of water storage due to rainfall increases, are shown364

for the Zambezi basin in Africa. Increasing mass rates are also shown for Iceland, con-365

sistent with Wu and Heflin (2015), but it is unclear to what extent the HG19 method366

may be trusted over glacierated regions.367

Large long-term average annual cycle of total water storage are found for the Ama-368

zon basin, with the dryness peak (i.e. minimum water storage, phase expressed as day-369

of-year DOY) around February to March. Large annual amplitudes are also found for370

some coastal basins in South America with dryness peaking at around DOY 250 for the371

northern part to DOY 120-150 for the southern part. Furthermore, large average annual372

amplitude occurs in the Mississippi basin, with a dryness peak in May/June, and around373

the Gulf of Alaska. For the latter, the phase shows values around December to January.374
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Figure 1. Trend, acceleration, annual amplitude and phase, subseasonal and interannual sig-

nal for the years 1979-2016 for the reconstructions and WaterGAP on a global scale
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Regions with lower amplitudes (around 2.5 cm) are located in western and southern Eu-375

rope, around the Caspian Sea, southern Africa, India, southern and eastern China and376

in the north-west of Australia. For Europe, in terms of peak water deficit, a gradient in377

magnitude between the north-eastern and south-western part is identified, ranging from378

DOY 50-160 for the south-western and DOY 250-360 for the north-eastern. For the re-379

gion around the Caspian Sea, India, southern and eastern China and in north west Aus-380

tralia, minimum peak values for February to March are found, for southern Africa the381

values are around DOY 260-350. As expected, the annual signals disappear for deserts382

(Sahara, Arabian Peninsula, Mongolia, Australia) and arid regions (major parts of Canada).383

Subseasonal signal power (Fig. 1, first column, fifth row) largely follows the Köppen-384

Geiger classification (Köppen, 1923; Kottek et al., 2006), with low variations in arid cli-385

mate zones and large vaiability in tropical areas, e.g. the Amazon and La Plata basins,386

Niger, Congo and Lake Chad basins, India, southern China, Indonesia and tropical north-387

ern Australia. Also regions with polar/snow climate, e.g. northern Canada and Siberia388

and some associated with mild to warm climate with regular precipitation patterns, like389

the eastern part of the Mississippi basin and Japan, appear with stronger subseasonal390

signal variability in the long-term reconstruction.391

At the inter-annual scale (bottom right panel) only northern Africa, Arabian Penin-392

sula, Mongolia and south-eastern Australia, i.e. regions with arid climate, exhibit little393

variability; similar also for the northern hemisphere. Interestingly, large signals of an am-394

plitude comparable to the annual cycle appear to be present (over nearly four decades)395

for the entire U.S., South America except the Andes, sub-Sahel and southern Africa, the396

north-eastern coast of Australia, Europe and most parts of Asia.397

3.1.2 F. Li et al. (2021) reconstruction based on GRACE data398

Even though the Li21 reconstruction does include a trend, this trend has not been399

reconstructed in the same way as the other signal components; rather it has been sep-400

arated from the GRACE time series and added back to the finished reconstruction (F. Li401

et al., 2020, 2021). Therefore, the trends in figures 1 (first row, second column) and 2402

(first row, second column) represent mean trends in the used GRACE data. Minor dif-403

ferences in the trend magnitudes can be attributed to the least squares approach used404

to generate the maps.405

Trends in the observed total water storage are in fact due to a mixture of natural406

variability and anthropogenic effects (Humphrey et al., 2016; Rodell et al., 2018), and407

since not all human effects can be viewed as a response to natural variability (as e.g. in-408

creased water withdrawals in drought periods may be explained) it is unclear to what409

extent statistical reconstructions trained on such GRACE data sets would represent re-410

ality or artefacts. As mentioned above, visible negative trends represent extrapolations411

from the GRACE period aided by climate data. For the Middle East, they are gener-412

ally attributed to a superposition of droughts and resulting groundwater depletion for413

agricultural use (Voss et al., 2013). The decrease in water storage in the Caspian Sea414

is mostly ascribed to reduced inflow of the Volga river (Loomis & Luthcke, 2017) in the415

GRACE period.416

Accelerated water mass loss can be seen for the Amazon basin, around Victoria Lake417

and the Caspian Sea. Slightly positive accelerations are found for the Ob basin, around418

Alaska, the Patagonian glaciers and in Iceland, although for the latter it is not clear whether419

the Li21 approach is valid.420

The Amazon basin, the Zambezi basin (both with a dryness peak around DOY 350)421

the southern part of South America, the Mississippi basin (both showing minimal phase422

around April/May), the Caspian Sea region with minimal peaks in the end of Spring,423

the Victoria lake (with minimal signal magnitudes around January/February) and some424

ice covered regions, i.e. Iceland, the Patagonian glaciers, Svalbard and the region around425

the Gulf of Alaska exhibit large amplitudes. For South America, Europe, India, north-426

eastern China and central Africa moderate annual amplitude of around 1.5−2 cm are427
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shown. The corresponding annual phase, e.g. minimal signal magnitude for South Amer-428

ica shows a notable shift between South and North, with minimal water storages around429

DOY 300-265 for the northern part and DOY 120-180 for the southern part. A similar430

phase difference can be found for Europe, with minimal signal magnitudes in early Spring431

/ end of Winter for the south-western part and around end of Fall/ begin of Winter for432

the north-eastern part. North-eastern China and middle Africa both show minimal sig-433

nal magnitudes for January/ February. The phase for India is around DOY 320 to 260.434

Strong sub-seasonal variations are present for the equatorial belt, spanning the Orinoco,435

Amazon and La Plate basin in South America, the Zambezi, Congo and Niger basin in436

Africa, Madagascar, India, southern parts of China and the northern part of Australia.437

The Caspian Sea exhibits also high signal variability, as well as the region around the438

North China Plain and California, as well as the northern part of the Mississippi basin439

in North America. Also ice covered regions in Siberia, Canada, around the Gulf of Alaska,440

around the Patagonian glaciers, Iceland, Svalbard and the Franz-Joseph land depict high441

signal magnitudes. Most European regions show variability of around 1.5−2 cm here.442

At the inter-annual time scale, the equatorial band becomes even more pronounced,443

with strong inter-annual signals for most parts of South America, middle Africa, India,444

southern China and northern Australia likely caused by rainfall variability. Also ice cov-445

ered regions, like Iceland, the Patagonian glaciers, the Gulf of Alaska, and China’s High446

Mountains glaciers exhibit strong variations. Interestingly, regions where anthropogenic447

water use prevails, e.g. California, the North China Plain and parts of India exhibit large448

inter-annual signal magnitudes. The region around the Black Sea, including the Danube,449

Dnieper, Don, Volga and part of the Ob basin also reveal high signal variability.450

3.1.3 WaterGAP Global Hydrological Model simulation451

The majority of the trends derived from WaterGAP for 1979−2016 range between452

−0.5cm/yr and 0.5cm/yr (see figure 1, top left panel). Negative trends can be observed453

for large parts of America, Australia and Europe, whereas Africa and Asia present a mixed454

picture of negative and positive trends. Stronger negative trends can be found for the455

US, over the Arabian Peninsula and India, with patches of stronger trends located all456

over the world, some of which may be model artefacts. Trends for glacierated regions are457

not dominant in figure 1 (first row, third column) as WaterGAP does not include glaciers458

in the simulation (Müller Schmied et al., 2020a).459

Trend rates generally tend towards negative accelerations (i.e. increased dryness),460

with some exceptions for the Congo, the Amazon, the Parana and Ob basin, around the461

southern region of the Hudson Bay and Indonesia. Notable are negative acceleration pat-462

tern over India. The same phenomenon can be observed for the Mississippi basin, where463

regions showing a strong negative trend also exhibit notable negative acceleration. As464

mentioned before, the Congo and Ob basin both show partially positive acceleration. The465

trends for these basins are slightly negative. The opposite sign of trend and acceleration466

may suggest that long-term reversal from drying or wetting is in progress. Striking is also467

the negative acceleration in river storage along the main Amazon system, in conjunc-468

tion with a positive trend for the southern branch, i.e. Madeira and Jurua, and a neg-469

ative for the northern one, Negro and Branco.470

The most prominent annual signal in figure 1 is the Amazon basin. For this area471

the minimum signal, in terms of water deficit, has been around January to February in472

the four decades considered here. other regions of higher amplitude in South America473

can be found for the Orinoco, with minimal phase around DOY 250-300, and Parana basin474

(lowest storage in April/May). Large annual amplitudes are also found for the Missis-475

sippi basin, dryness peaking around DOY 120-160, around Hudson Bay and the Gulf of476

Alaska. Visible are also large amplitudes for the Congo and the Volga basins, both with477

minimal signal in February, in the Rhone basin, Norway and parts of Sweden, all show-478

ing minimal values around November/December, the Ob basin ( March-May), and In-479
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donesia (around DOY 300-350).Moderate annual amplitudes can be found for India, south-480

ern China and Central Europe (minmum around DOY 300-360).481

In the model simulation, all equatorial regions show high subseasonal signal vari-482

ations, this includes the majority of South America, Central Africa, India, southern China,483

Indonesia and the north-eastern coast of Australia. Also regions of polar climate exhibit484

bigger signal amplitudes. Among the regions with bigger variations is also the Missis-485

sippi basin. Europe shows a mixed picture with signal magnitudes around 1.5−2.5 cm.486

River storage in WaterGAP appears pronounced in the subseasonal signals.487

At inter-annual time scales, regions with an arid warm or cold climate exhibit small488

signal variations, like the Sahara and the Orange, Okavango and Limpopo basin, the Ara-489

bian Peninsula most parts of Australia, Central Asia, the Andes and parts of Mexico.490

Strong inter-annual signals can be found for the Amazon, Orinoco and La Plata basin491

and the Patagonian glaciers, the major part of North America, the Congon basin, the492

northern part of Europe and Siberia, along the Pacific coast of Asia, India, southern China493

and Indonesia.494

3.2 Continental total water storage anomalies for the years 1979-2002495

3.2.1 Humphrey and Gudmundsson (2019) reconstruction based on GRACE496

data497

The first panel in the first row of figure 2 shows the trend for HG19 for the years498

1979 − 2002. HG19 exhibits positive trends for the coastal region of Alaska, the Nel-499

son basin, parts of the Congo basin, the Limpopo basin, over India and the Amazon basin.500

The latter was not visible for the years 1979-2016. Negative trends are found for the To-501

cantins basin, the Parnaiba basin and the Sao Francisco basin, the region around the Vic-502

toria Lake and the Bandama basin.503

Compared to the mean rate changes over the entire time frame (Fig. 1), the stor-504

age acceleration in two decades prior to GRACE was larger in magnitude, while also the505

spatial patterns were apparently different. In HG19, the increasing water storage loss506

over the US extend to the complete Mississippi basin during this period. Storage anoma-507

lies over Ellesmere Island are apparently characterized by positive rate changes, and sim-508

ilar behavior can be found for the Orinoco basin, the East of South America, Africa, Asia509

and even Europe. Quite notable changes in patterns and magnitude are found for Aus-510

tralia, with increasing wetness trends in the decades prior to GRACE while over the en-511

tire time frame (Fig. 1) (and of course over the GRACE period, (van Dijk et al., 2013))512

this region experiences long-term drying trends.513

The long-term average annual cycle of total water storage over two decades prior514

to GRACE revealed large amplitudes for the Amazon basin, with a minimum peaking515

around end of February and March. Large amplitudes were also present along the Pa-516

cific coast of North America with minimum storage in around DOY 250, in the Missis-517

sippi basin with a minimal peak in May-July and over northern Asia peaking towards518

the end of February to March. In total, compared to the long term average annual cy-519

cle for the entire time period, amplitudes seem bigger for the two decades prior to GRACE.520

In contrast, the sub-seasonal signal content seems not to depend overly on the time pe-521

riod, and we find the same for the inter-annual signal.522

3.2.2 F. Li et al. (2021) reconstruction based on GRACE data523

Mean rate changes for the twenty years prior to GRACE are shown in the second524

column and row of figure 2. Compared to the entire time frame (figure 1, second column525

and row), we identify a notable change in pattern for Australia – along the southern coasts526

negative acceleration and in tropical northern regions a positive one. Negative acceler-527

ations are also found for the Congo basin, the Parana basin, the Mississippi basin, the528

Amur basin. The Limpopo basin, the Zambezi basin, the north-western part of Australia,529
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Figure 2. Trend, acceleration, annual amplitude and phase, subseasonal and interannual sig-

nal for the years 1979-2002 for the reconstructions and WaterGAP on a global scale
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the Danube and Volga basin show positive range rate changes. All mentioned signals are530

not present in the accelerations derived for the full time frame.531

The mean annual amplitude derived for the two decades prior to GRACE shows532

large annual amplitudes for all coastal basins in South America, with minimal values around533

January/February and October/November for the upper part of South America and min-534

imal phases in Spring for the lower part. Furthermore large mean annual amplitudes are535

shown for the southern basins in Africa and the western basins in Siberia. Similar to South536

America the minimal peak in Africa is in November for the lower part begin of the year537

in the upper part. For the Northern Asian basins the minimal peak is in early spring,538

e.g around April/May. In comparison to the mean annual amplitude for the entire time539

frame the derived amplitude for the twenty years before GRACE has increased in mag-540

nitude.541

The signal magnitude of the interannual and subseasonal signal is slightly smaller542

for the two decades prior to GRACE compared to the full time frame. The signal pat-543

tern, e.g. regions revealed by the data to experience signal variations, is the same for both544

time frames.545

3.2.3 WaterGAP Global Hydrological Model simulation546

Like the trend the mean range rate changes for the two decades prior to GRACE547

exhibit larger magnitudes compared to the full time frame. Regions with positive mean548

range rate changes are Indonesia, parts of the Ob basin, Central Europe, parts of the Congo,549

Zambezi basin in Africa, the Atlantic coast side of South America. The main river branch550

of the Amazon basin, Alaska, the Mackenzie basin, the Mississippi basin, the Neva basin551

and northern India reveal negative accelerations. For northern India a negative trend552

is found, indicating a water depletion in this region.553

The average annual signal exhibits large amplitudes in the Amazon basin with min-554

imum water storage ranging from October to March. Other regions with large average555

annual amplitudes are Indonesia, the region around the Golf of Alaska and Scandinavia.556

All mentioned regions show minimum storage around September-November. Notable are557

also the large annual amplitudes for the basins located around the Golf from Mexico (October-558

March).559

3.3 Intercomparisons560

In this section, we first briefly discuss general differences between the three data561

sets. Then, we focus on the Murray-Darling and Amazon basins, regions that are strongly562

influenced by the El-Niño-Southern Oscillation phenomenon (Nicholls et al., 1997; Tren-563

berth, 1990; Forootan et al., 2016; Garćıa-Garćıa et al., 2011; Towner et al., 2021; J. L. Chen564

et al., 2010; Marengo & Espinoza, 2016). We expect the reconstructions to exhibit large565

storage signals, as both use precipitation in the model formulation. Then we will turn566

to Europe, where water storage signals (e.g. recent droughts) have large economic im-567

pact but are dwarfed by other regions. We suspect Europe to pose more of a challenge568

to the reconstructions.569

Table 2 shows trend (without and with co-estimation of an acceleration term). We570

find that the trend from Li21 is by more than two times bigger compared to HG19 and571

WaterGAP. It seams like, WaterGAP (and HG19) underestimate trends in water stor-572

age changes compared to Li21. However, as discussed in section 4 the derived trends de-573

pend on the used GRACE solution. The trend derived from mascon based GRACE so-574

lution, like the one used by Li21 or in the study of Scanlon et al. (2018) exhibit higher575

water storage signal magnitudes compared to trends derived from spherical harmonic so-576

lution.577

We note, that the accelerations found for the reconstruction of HG19 are stronger,578

then those for Li21 or WaterGAP. The acceleration derived from the data sets exhibits579
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higher signal magnitude for the shorter time period. For the full time frame the derived580

average range rate changes are close to zero.581

The data sets reveal similar regions with high average annual amplitudes, like the582

Amazon basin, the Mississippi basin or the Caspian Sea. Table Appendix C.1 presents583

values raging from 2.2 cm for HG19 to 2.4 cm for Li21 for the global land. The annual584

phase indicates similar values in the data sets, except for the Amazon basin, where a time585

lag of a month is found between HG19 and WaterGAP on the one side and Li21 on the586

other side.587

The subseasonal signal of the two reconstructions exhibits similar signal magnitude588

and signal pattern and does not change notably for the pre GRACE era compared to the589

full time series. In comparison, the subseasonal signal of the hydrological model shows590

higher signal magnitudes, notable especially for North and South America and Europe.591

On interannual scale all data sets show small signal variations for arid regions. The592

signal pattern of the data sets differ for North America, Europe, Asia and Australia. For593

Asia, Li21 and WaterGAP are in a good agreement, whereas HG19 portrays more re-594

gion with high signal amplitudes. For Europe, Li21 exhibits smaller signal magnitudes595

compared to WaterGAP and HG19. For North America, Li21 and HG19 show moder-596

ate signal magnitude for the region around the Hudson Bay, whereas WaterGAP indi-597

cates signal variations, that are two times larger. The data sets show high signal mag-598

nitudes for the Amazon basin and the Orinoco basin. As for the accelerations, HG19 de-599

picts the highest signal magnitudes compared to Li21 and WaterGAP. The signals for600

the full time period have slightly higher magnitudes compared to the two decades prior601

to GRACE. The signal pattern does not change.602

3.3.1 Australia/ Murray-Darling basin603

Australia’s climate and rainfall is influenced by its geographic location, with the604

southwestern Pacific Ocean in the east and the Indian Ocean in the west (Trenberth, 1990;605

Nicholls et al., 1997). On interannual time scales the most dominant drivers for precip-606

itation are the El-Niño-Southern Oscillation, ENSO, and the Indian Ocean Dipole, IOD607

(Garćıa-Garćıa et al., 2011; Risbey et al., 2009). Negative ENSO phases (El Niño) lead608

to reduced rainfall in the northern and eastern parts of Australia resulting in droughts609

especially in the center of Australia, while La Niña phases lead to strong precipitations610

and often flooding. Positive IOD events are linked to a decrease of precipitation in west-611

ern Australia, where as negative events lead to an increase in rainfall (Trenberth, 1990;612

Nicholls et al., 1997) and http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/. At the beginning of the613

new century Australia experienced the severe ”Millenium drought” (van Dijk et al., 2013).614

The strong La Niña event starting 2010 led to increased precipitations and caused floods615

all over the continent (http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/enso/lnlist).616

Trends from WaterGAP have opposite sign and smaller magnitude as compared617

to Li21. The small trends for WaterGAP are also found by Schumacher et al. (2018) and618

Yang et al. (2020). The latter reported a mismatch between GRACE and WaterGAP619

supposedly due to a lack of ability of the model to represent ground water trends and620

soil moisture. Trends computed based on the reconstruction by Li21 are mostly positive621

indicating a shift from dry to wet. The trends from WaterGAP are mostly negative in-622

dicating a slightly increase in water mass loss.623

The data sets show higher magnitudes in the average rate changes, when compar-624

ing the entire time frame with the twenty years before GRACE. For the entire time frame,625

the reconstructions by Li21 and WaterGAP both exhibit near-zero small acceleration,626

whereas HG19 suggests much higher rate range changes. The regions in the Murray-Darling627

basin exhibiting negative accelerations are associated with agricultural areas (van Dijk628

et al., 2013). The negative range rate changes might be related to a decline in the ground-629

water storage from 1993-2009 primary due to pumping for agricultural and domestic pur-630

pose (J. L. Chen et al., 2016). HG19 depicts positive accelerations for these regions, which631

might be due to the model formulation, that does not include any anthropogenic effects.632
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van Dijk et al. (2013) reported a positive trend in precipitation for the north and west633

of Australia, both regions show a positive acceleration for Li21, HG19 and WaterGAP634

in the twenty years prior to GRACE, reflecting the increase in water mass.635

For the annual signal the data sets are in a good agreement except for one region,636

at the northwestern part of Australia. WaterGAP does not show any signal variation in637

this region. HG19 shows higher annual amplitude magnitudes compared to the other data638

sets for the entire time frame, whereas Li21 exhibits high magnitudes for the twenty years639

prior to GRACE. The minimal signal peaks for Australia range from October for the south-640

western part to February/ March for the southern part.641

For the subseasonal signal the reconstruction displays low signal variability in the642

south and higher ones in the north of Australia. WaterGAP additionally depicts high643

signal variations for the eastern coast and the region around the Swan coastal area. Both644

regions are associated with a humid climate (Köppen, 1923) and are mostly affected by645

ENSO and IOD, both phenomena leading to changes in precipitation patterns and strength646

(Forootan et al., 2016).647

On interannual signal scale WaterGAP exhibits similar signal patterns as for the648

subseasonal signal, but with higher signal magnitudes. The reconstructions show extended649

signal patterns covering the north and the eastern and southern coast. The inter-annual650

signal variation derived from HG19 show higher magnitudes compared to Li21 and Wa-651

terGAP, especially for the eastern coast. This region is strongly affected by ENSO events652

(Forootan et al., 2016; van Dijk et al., 2013). The change in precipitation creates sig-653

nal variabilities visible in the data sets.654

On interannual signal scale WaterGAP exhibits similar signal patterns as for the655

subseasonal signal, but with higher signal magnitudes. The reconstructions show extended656

signal patterns covering the north and the eastern and southern coast. The inter-annual657

signal variation derived from HG19 show higher magnitudes compared to Li21 and Wa-658

terGAP, especially for the eastern coast. This region is strongly affected by ENSO events659

(Forootan et al., 2016; van Dijk et al., 2013). The change in precipitation creates sig-660

nal variabilities visible in the data sets.661

3.3.2 Amazon basin662

The Amazon basin is Earth biggest drainage basin, with high seasonal rainfall vari-663

ability (Costa & Foley, 1998; Marengo, Liebmann, et al., 2012). Frappart et al. (2013)664

found a high correlation between rainfall and GRACE derived TWS for the years 2003−665

2010, making it quite reasonable to assume, that rainfall is the main driver for water stor-666

age changes in the Amazon river basin. On inter-annual time scale the precipitation pat-667

terns are influenced by ENSO, leading to several droughts and floods (Marengo, Tomasella,668

et al., 2012; Towner et al., 2021; Marengo & Espinoza, 2016; Xavier et al., 2010; Phillips669

et al., 2012; J. L. Chen et al., 2010).670

The trend from Li21 for the Amazon basin is mostly positive, indicating a water671

mass increase for this region. WaterGAP on the other side depicts a positive trend for672

the Negro and Madeira sub-basin and a negative one for the Solimoes sub-basin.For their673

reconstruction Becker et al. (2011) performed an empirical orthogonal function (EOF)674

analysis of precipitation data over the Amazon for the years 1980−2008, 1990−2008,675

2003−2008. The leading EOFs show a strong positive signal (in terms of water accu-676

mulation) for the western part and a negative one for the eastern part. The derived dom-677

inant signals by Becker et al. (2011) correspond nicely to the trend pictured by Water-678

GAP, leading to the conclusion, that the derived trend is mainly driven by precipitation.679

Floods and droughts in the Amazon basin are known to be driven by large-scale climate680

variability, like ENSO (Towner et al., 2021). According to Rodell et al. (2018) the mostly681

positive trend derived from Li21 is due to an increase in precipitation and floods mainly682

driven by La Niña after an decrease in precipitation related to El Niño (J. L. Chen et683

al., 2010; Marengo & Espinoza, 2016; Towner et al., 2021).684
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For the entire time period the average rate range changes are mostly negative, ex-685

cept for the Madeira sub-basin. The trend derived for Li21 is mostly positive, the ac-686

celeration mostly negative. This suggests, that the Amazon basin may be in a near equi-687

librium state. We find the same in the WaterGAP simulations, even though the trends688

magnitude of WaterGAP is smaller compared to Li21. For the twenty years prior to GRACE689

the range rate change pattern of WaterGAP does not change. A change from positive690

to negative acceleration for the Negro sub-basin for Li21 is visible. The accelerations for691

HG19 show an opposite pattern with respect to the accelerations computed from Wa-692

terGAP. This mismatch means that at interannual timescales the water storage change693

in the Amazon cannot be well explained by temperature and precipitation trends; this694

may be due to processes not well represented in either reconstruction or model, or due695

to biases in the forcing data.696

All three data sets show high annual amplitudes over the main stream. Due to the697

resolution of the underlying GRACE solution the derived signal patterns for the recon-698

structions are blurred, where as in WaterGAP the river stream is visible. Comparing the699

annual amplitude for the entire time period and the twenty years prior to GRACE re-700

veals no change in signal magnitude. However, the signal pattern changes slightly. For701

Li21 it becomes narrower, mimicking the WaterGAP river routing. For HG19 the an-702

nual signal pattern shifts slightly towards the North Atlantic. The annual phase of the703

datasets displays minimal signal peaks for December to January.704

Both reconstructions show high subseasonal signals for the Negro and Amazon sub-705

basins. For the main branch the magnitude of the subseasonal signal of Li21 is smaller706

compared to HG19. WaterGAP displays high subseasonal signal variations for the whole707

Amazon basin. The signal magnitude increases from Li21 to HG19 to WaterGAP.708

High inter-annual signal variability over most parts of the Amazon basin are vis-709

ible in all three data sets on both time scales. HG19 and WaterGAP both show stronger710

inter-annual signals compared to Li21, with WaterGAP showing the biggest inter-annual711

signal variability, followed by HG19 and Li21.712

To better understand the information content and ’effective’ spatial resolution of713

the detrended and deseasonalized reconstructions, we decided to compute the spatial au-714

tocorrelation for a given point in the Silimoes sub basin of the Amazon. As expected,715

highest correlations are found for the Silimoes and Madeira (sub) basin. HG19 also ex-716

hibits correlations of around 0.5 for the Congo, Niger, Nil, Zambezi, Amur, Kem, Mis-717

sissippi, Saint-Laurent, Nelson and Murray basin, as well as Lake Victoria. Simular cor-718

relation patterns for the Congo, Amur, Mississippi and Kem basin are also revealed in719

the Li21 data, however, the correlation itself is smaller compared to HG19. Moderate720

long-range correlations are indeed visible for both data sets; this can be explained by the721

irregularities (with respect to the annual cycle) in the precipitation driven by ENSO.722

3.3.3 Europe723

Europe is facing more and more severe droughts, leading to an decrease in water724

storage (Gerdener et al., 2020; Boergens et al., 2020; Gudmundsson & Seneviratne, 2015;725

Spinoni et al., 2015a, 2015b). The largest changes are found for the big European basins:726

Volga, Danube, Dnieper, Don and Rhine (Rodell et al., 2018; Humphrey et al., 2016).727

Li21 shows positive trends for the Mediterranean, Boreal and Atlantic parts of Eu-728

rope for the full time frame. For Central Europe the reconstructions indicate mass losses729

increasing from west to eastern Europe, the biggest negative trends allocated around the730

Black Sea. This findings are in a good agreement with Rodell et al. (2018); Eicker et al.731

(2016); Tapley et al. (2019). WaterGAP exhibits positive trends for the Boreal regions732

and western part of the Danube basin and negative ones elsewhere. For the two decades733

prior to GRACE, WaterGAP displays a shift from negative to positive trends. This is734

in a good agreement with the findings of Spinoni et al. (2015b) Similar behaviours are735

found for Li21. The change in trend patterns between the two time series suggest a de-736

crease in water storage after 2002, so strong, that it influences the derived trends and,737
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therefore, dominates the time series. Following WaterGAP, the water storage decrease738

affects all European countries, where as in Li21 the affected countries are located in the739

middle of Europe.740

For the full time series, WaterGAP and Li21 exhibit similar slightly positive ac-741

celeration patterns. HG19 displays high signal magnitudes compared to the other data742

sets showing mostly negative accelerations, with maximum values around the Black See743

and parts of France. Positive accelerations are shown for the region around the Adriatic744

Sea. For the years 1979-2002 the acceleration patterns become more pronounced in all745

three data sets. HG19 exhibits mostly positive acceleration except for Siberia, parts of746

Norway and parts of Spain. In contrast to that, Li21 depicts negative acceleration for747

all countries located between the Adriatic and Black Sea and positive ones over Siberia.748

These patterns are reflected by WaterGAP. However, WaterGAP nevertheless displays749

negative accelerations for Sweden, whereas both reconstructions show positive ones.750

The annual amplitude of HG19 does not change through the time frames. Regions751

with higher annual amplitudes are located around the Black Sea, the southern part of752

Spain and Portugal and the north-eastern part of France and Germany and Iceland. Low753

annual amplitudes are shown for the Boreas and Atlantic countries. Similar patterns are754

found for WaterGAP and Li21 for the years 1979-2002. For the full time frame the sig-755

nal magnitude is smaller compared to the twenty years prior to GRACE, while the sig-756

nal pattern stays the same. For the full time frame the data sets exhibit values around757

DOY 80-150 for south-eastern part, values around DOY 200-300 for the eastern part and758

values above DOY 300 for Central Europe. For the Pre-GRACE time frame, all data sets759

show, that the minimal day of the annual signal amplitude only changes for the eastern760

and middle part of Europe, so regions, that are more effected by water mass changes.761

For the shorter time period the data sets shows a good agreement for central and south-762

ern Europe, Scandinavia and the region around the Adriatic Sea. For the region around763

the Back Sea, Li21 and WaterGAP display values around 150 DOY. The values derived764

from HG19 are around 230 DOY and closer to the full time frame.765

The derived subseasonal signal from the data sets is the same for both time peri-766

ods. Li21 and HG19 identify similar regions in Central Europe and the coastal border767

of Norway with high subseasonal signal variations. However, the magnitude of the sig-768

nal shown by Li21 is smaller compared to HG19. Low subseasonal signal variations are769

shown for England. WaterGAP exhibit higher signal magnitudes compared to the re-770

constructions, with high variations for the northern and southern part of Europe, with771

a small band of lower magnitudes covering the continual part of Europe.772

The reconstructions show high interannual signal variations for the eastern part773

of Europe and southern part of Spain. Especially for eastern Europe the derived mag-774

nitude is higher for the full time series compared to the years 1979-2002. For Central Eu-775

rope Li21 displays moderate interannual signal variations. The derived signal variations776

from HG19 and WaterGAP are notably higher, with WaterGAP displaying signal vari-777

ations up to two times bigger compared to Li21.778

We also compute the autocorrelation and time lag for the detrended and deseason-779

alized reconstructions for a point in Central Europe (figure 10). As expected for both780

reconstructions the correlation is high around the chosen point, and drops to near zero781

after a few thousand kilometres. High correlation are thus (in this example) shown for782

the Loire, Rhone, Seine, Garonne Elbe, Rhine and Po basin. We find that for Li21, the783

correlation pattern is stronger compared to HG19 and extends more to the west. The784

time lag for both data sets is in the range of a month. As expected, long-range corre-785

lations are nearly zero.786
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4 Evaluation of global TWSA reconstructions with satellite tracking787

data788

4.1 GRACE and GRACE-FO data789

We derived a trend, acceleration, annual amplitude and annual phase using a least790

square approach for four different GRACE solutions and the reconstructions for the years791

2002−2020 for the global land. The computed values are shown in table Appendix C.3.792

The first column of table Appendix C.3 displays the trend, if only trend and annual am-793

plitude and phase are estimated. The second column shows the trend in case an addi-794

tional parameter for the acceleration is taken into account during the estimation pro-795

cess. As the annual amplitude and annual phase are derived based on orthogonal func-796

tions, the annual amplitudes and phase are less sensitive towards additional parameters.797

The according time series are shown in figure Appendix C.1. Clearly visible are the dif-798

ferent slopes depicted by the time series and the slight differences in amplitude between799

the different data products.800

The trends in the first column of table Appendix C.3 all show slightly negative val-801

ues, indicating a water loss over land. For the spherical harmonic solution the computed802

trend varies from −0.15 mm/yr to −0.22 mm/yr. The trend from the mass concentra-803

tion block solution (mascon) from Center of Space Research (CSR) is around ten times804

bigger compared to the spherical harmonic (SH) solution. Similar results were found by805

Jing et al. (2019) for the Tibetan Plateau. The reconstruction from Li21 is based on the806

CSR mascon solution, the magnitude of the trend of this specific solution is reflected by807

the reconstruction. The negative trends of the mascon based solutions are also clearly808

visible in figure Appendix C.1. As mentioned before, the HG19 reconstruction is not de-809

signed to reproduce a trend, e.g. as contained in the training TWSA data.However, it810

is nevertheless possible to derive a trend for any given time period and other reseach-811

ers have used such trends. The derived trend of −0.16 mm/yr is in the order of the spher-812

ical harmonic solutions.813

Adding a parameter for the acceleration to the estimation process gives the model814

more flexibility in terms of model estimation, leading to changes in the estimated mag-815

nitude and sign of the trend. For the spherical harmonic solutions the values range from816

0.59 mm/yr to 0.69 mm/yr. The negative trend from the mascon solution and Li21 de-817

creases from −1.76 mm/yr to −1.13 mm/yr. Again, the trend for HG19 is within the818

range of the estimated trends of the spherical harmonic solutions.819

The estimated acceleration for all datasets is negative, ranging from −0.04 mm/yr2820

for the spherical harmonic solutions and HG19 to −0.03 mm/yr2 for the CSR mascon821

solution. The CSR mascon solution and Li21 are quite close to each other in terms of822

derived trend. However, the acceleration derived for Li21 is two times bigger compared823

to the one derived from the CSR mascon.824

The annual amplitude varies from 13 mm for the German Research Center for Geo-825

science (GFZ) spherical harmonic solution to 24 mm for the CSR mascon solution and826

Li21. The two reconstructions together with the mascon solution depict the highest am-827

plitude with values over 20 mm.828

We conclude, that the reconstructions seem to follow the signal properties of the829

GRACE solution used to train them. This can be seen for the trend of Li21, which is830

close to the one of the CSR mascon solution, and for the annual amplitude, which is in-831

herited for both data sets from a mascon based GRACE solution. We find, that the an-832

nual amplitudes of the reconstructions are closer to the mascon based compared to the833

spherical harmonic GRACE solution.834

4.2 Pre-GRACE era comparison to satellite laser ranging data835

For this section the reconstructions have been expanded into spherical harmonics836

and have been truncated at a spherical harmonic degree of n = 12, omitting most of837
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the higher frequency signals. For a spherical harmonic degree of n = 12 no filtering is838

necessary for the SLR data and, therefore, for the reconstructions.839

The strongest negative trends in Li21 are related to the mass loss of the Caspian840

Sea (Loomis & Luthcke, 2017; Rodell et al., 2018) and the groundwater depletion in In-841

dia, Iraq, Iran and parts of Arabian Peninsula (Joodaki et al., 2014; J. Chen et al., 2014;842

Rodell et al., 2018). Furthermore, negative trends are found for Alaska, the Mackenzie843

basin, the Mississippi basin, parts of Mexico, the Sahara, the Congo basin, the Tocantins,844

the Parnaiba, the Sao Francisco basin, northern part of South America and western Eu-845

rope. Positive trends are shown for Australia, the Limpopo, Orange, Okavango and Zam-846

bezi, the Orinoco basin, parts of the Amazon basin and parts of Canada. Like Li21, HG19847

exhibits negative trends for the Mississippi basin and the region around the Caspian sea,848

the latter with smaller signal magnitude compared to Li21. Notable negative trends are849

also found for the Parana basin and the Congo basin. Regions with positive trends are850

Australia, except for the Murray-Darling basin, the Orange basin, Okavango basin, Limpopo851

basin, Zambezi basin and part of the Amazon basin. For SLR, the strongest negative852

trends are located over the Ellesmere and the Baffin Islands, the region of the Caspian,853

the Aral and the Black Sea. The trend derived for Africa is mostly positive, with the high-854

est values depict for the Congo and Zambezi basin. A negative trend is visible for the855

west-southern part of Africa. Australia exhibits mostly positive trends, with negative856

trends at the southern western coast. In comparison, HG19 is missing signals around the857

Hudson Bay, Alaska and Fennoscandia, for which SLR displays the strongest trends. In858

Li21 these signals are only visible for Ellesmere and Baffin Islands. The data sets dis-859

play negative trends for the US, the region around the Caspian, the Black and the Aral860

Sea, India and Siberia.861

The accelerations are shown in the second row of figure 3, left to right: HG19, Li21,862

SLR. Strong acceleration patterns for SLR are located around the Hudson Bay, the Orinoco863

basin and spreading over the Black Sea, the Caspian Sea, India and China. Positive ac-864

celerations are derived for Alaska, the region under the Orinoco basin, the Congo and865

Zambezi basin, the Ob basin and northern Australia. Li21 exhibits negative range rate866

changes for the Parana basin, the Tocantins basin, the Parnaiba basin, the Sao Francisco867

basin, the Sierra Neveda, the Zambezi basin, the Black Sea, the Caspian Sea, northern868

Siberia, India and northern Australia. Positive accelerations are situated over the Ob869

basin, the Nil basin, the Japura and Solimoes basin (sub-basins of the Amazon basin),870

the Yukon basin, the southern land of the Hudson Bay and the southwestern part of Aus-871

tralia. HG19 exhibits positive accelerations for the Amazon basin and the northern part872

of South America, the Sahara and Arabian Peninsula, the Zambezi, Orange, Okagavo873

and Limpopo basin, Australia with the exception of the Murray-Darling basin, Alaska874

and Siberia. For the other regions negative range rate changes are shown. The magni-875

tude as well as location of the accelerations differ widely across the data sets.876

The annual amplitudes and corresponding phases are shown in the third and fourth877

row of figure 3. SLR depicts high values for the Amazon basin, the region around the878

Hudson Bay and the Gulf of Alaska, the Congo and Zambezi basin, the Niger and Lake879

Chad basin, the Ob basin, western India and southern China and north eastern Australia.880

For the Amazon basin, the Congo basin and north-eastern Australia the derived min-881

imal signal magnitude is around January. The Mississippi basin and the region around882

the Hudson Bay display minimal phase values around DOY 120-150. For the Zambezi883

basin and ice covered regions the minimum is found for January. The Niger and Lake884

Chad basin, western India and southern China show minimal phase values around DOY885

200-300. For the Ob basin it is around DOY 50-100. The average annual amplitudes in886

the Amazon river, around the Gulf of Alaska and in the Ob basin are also reflected by887

the reconstructions, with HG19 showing higher values compared to Li21. Li21 also shows888

a signal over the La Plata basin, the Mississippi basin and for the region between the889

Black and the Caspian Sea. The strong annual signal in the Congo and Zambezi basin890

detected by SLR is missing. HG19 pictures high annual signal amplitudes over Alaska,891

California, in the Mississippi basin, in the Amazon and La Plata basin, in the Zambezi892
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Figure 3. Trend, acceleration, annual amplitude and phase, subseasonal and interannual sig-

nal for the years 1992-2002 for the reconstructions and SLR on a global scale
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basin, over the Victoria Sea, around the Black and the Caspian Sea, the Ob basin, north-893

western India and north-eastern Australia. The signal in the Mississippi basin, Australia894

and the signal spreading from the Black over the Caspian Sea to India can also be found895

for Li21 and partially for the SLR data, even though the signal magnitude is smaller.896

The annual amplitudes related to the La Plata basin and around the Victoria Sea are897

not reflected by Li21 or SLR. The signal in the Hudson Bay detected by SLR is not found898

in the reconstructions. For the Amazon basin and Alaska Li21 and HG19 depict min-899

imal signal magnitudes around DOY 360. SLR exhibits values around zero, suggesting900

a small frequency shift between SLR and the reconstructions. A similar behaviour is found901

for Siberia, China and India.902

The subseasonal signal is displayed in the fifth row of figure 3. Similar to the an-903

nual amplitude SLR exhibits high signal variations for the area around the Hudson Bay,904

Alaska, the Amazon basin and the Congo and Zambezi basin. Regions with a moder-905

ate subseasonal signal magnitudes are India and southern China, northern Australia, the906

region above the Black Sea and Alaska. Notable are also signals for the Mackenzie and907

Mississippi basin and the Caspian Sea. Both reconstructions show high subseasonal sig-908

nal variation for the Orinoco basin, the Zambezi basin and over north-western India. Re-909

gions with lower signal variations are the northern part of Siberia, northern Australia,910

the Negro and Japura basin (both part of the Amazon basin), the Magdalena basin and911

in the Niger basin. HG19 exhibits higher signal magnitudes compared to Li21. The re-912

gions identified by the reconstructions are only partly found in the SLR data. The sig-913

nal over South America in the SLR data is more pronounced and extends over the ma-914

jority of the continent. The same holds for the signal over Africa and Australia. The high915

subseasonal signal variations over the Hudson Bay, and north-eastern Europe are not vis-916

ible in the reconstructions.917

The inter-annual signal variation is shown in the last row of figure 3. Similar re-918

gions compared to the annual amplitudes are found to have high inter-annual signal changes.919

In comparison to SLR and Li21, HG19 exhibits higher magnitudes for Siberia, Alaska920

and the region around the Caspian Sea. SLR shows bigger magnitudes for the Amazon921

basin, the Zambezi basin and the region around the Hudson Bay.922

Except for region affected by GIA, the data sets exhibit similar signal patterns in923

all metrics. However, the magnitude of the signal differs. Strong water storage changes924

are, especially but not exclusively, found in the Amazon basin, the Congo, Zambezi, Limpopo,925

Orange and Okavango basin. As expected, the SLR data reveals larger trends and ac-926

celerations over regions affected by GIA, which are not present in the reconstructions.927

4.3 Long-term evolution of water storage at river basin scale928

We derived water storage changes on an interannual scale for the years 1979−2020929

for the reconstructions for nine major river basins. The selected basin are the Amazon930

basin in South America, the Mississippi and Mackenzie basin in North America, the Nile,931

Niger and Congo basin in Africa and the Danube and Volga basin in Europe. The basins932

are visualised in figure Appendix D.2.933

Several flood and drought events in the Amazon basin fall into the observation pe-934

riod (Marengo & Espinoza, 2016). The droughts in the years 1983 and 1997−1998 were935

linked to strong El Niño events (Marengo & Espinoza, 2016) and are clearly visible in936

the time series. Additionally, the droughts in the years 1980, 1995, 2005, the strong drought937

in 2015 and the floods from 1989, 1999 and 2005 are reflected by the data sets. Except938

for the strong drought in 2015, for which both data sets show similar signal magnitude,939

HG19 reveals stronger changes in the water storage compared to Li21.940

The Congo basin is situated in about the same geographical latitude as the Ama-941

zon basin (Nicholson, 2022; Amarasekera et al., 1997) and is comparable to the Ama-942

zon basin in terms of climate and ecology (Nicholson, 2022). However, precipitation is943

lower in the Congo basin compared to the Amazon basin and, therefore, seasonal and944

inter-annual variability is smaller. Over the whole time series, HG19 shows a decrease945
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in water storage for the basin, a negative trend is clearly visible. The time series from946

Li21 oscillates around zero. In comparison to HG19, Li21 seams to overestimate the wa-947

ter storage changes for the GRACE era and underestimates them for the pre GRACE948

era. Interestingly, the reconstructions show a good agreement for the years 1998−2002.949

For the Danube basin both reconstructions reveal a loss of water mass from the year950

1983 until 1990. After the year 1992 both reconstructions exhibit an increase of water951

storage followed by several peaks in the years 2006, 2011 and 2015.952

For the Ganges basin the inter-annual time series for Li21 do not show any signif-953

icant change in the water storage. HG19 on the other side, shows fluctuations of around954

60 Gt over the whole time series. The precipitation over the Ganges and India depends955

highly on the Indian summer monsoon (MIRZA et al., 1998; Kumar et al., 2010). The956

moonson cycles are linked to ENSO and the IOD modes. The strong flood in 1998 partly957

due to the strong La Niña event is clearly visible in the reconstruction of HG19, as well958

as the decrease in water mass during the drought in 2002. Both events are only slightly959

to not visible in Li21.960

The inter-annual time series for the Mackenzie river basin are in a partly agreement,961

for the years 1986−1989 or 2004−2015. For the years 1979−1984 and 2011−2015 the962

decrease in water storage shown by HG19 is more pronounced compared to Li21. The963

opposite is the case for the years 2002−2005 and 2016 onward. The time series for HG19964

seam to be dominated by oscillating signal for the years 1992−199 with a wavelength965

of 3 years. This signal pattern is not reflected by the Li21 reconstruction.966

The time series of the interannual signal of the Mississippi basin show a strong de-967

crease in water mass for the years 1981, 1989 and 2013 and an increase in water stor-968

age for the years 1983− 1987, 1994 and 2010. In comparison, HG19 exhibits stronger969

signal changes compared to Li21.970

For the Nile basin a similar effect as for the Congo basin can be observed. HG19971

shows a negative slope over the whole period, where as Li21 depicts no visible change972

in water storage.973

During the GRACE era the reconstruction shows a strong decrease in water mass974

for the Niger basin for 2011. Before 2003 the reconstructions vary greatly, exhibiting par-975

tially inverse storage changes, like for the beginning of the time series. Compared to Li21,976

HG19 displays stronger signal oscillations for the years 1979 − 2003 and smaller ones977

for the GRACE era.978

The reconstructions display a slight decrease in water storage for the Volga basin979

for the years 2010 to 2015 with a shift towards an increase for the years after 2015. The980

magnitude of the water mass loss for HG19 is higher compared to Li21. For the years981

2000−2008 and the first years of the reconstructions, the data sets exhibit similar wa-982

ter mass changes. Notable, especially for HG19, but also for Li21 is an increase in wa-983

ter content for 1991.984

We conclude, that the time series of the reconstructions are surprisingly close be-985

yond the annual cycle for basins with signal amplitudes, dominated by seasonal precip-986

itation, like the Amazon, Danube and Mississippi basin. For basins with low inter-annual987

signal variability, like the Congo and Nile basin we find differing long-term trends.988

5 Conclusions989

In this study we derived trend, acceleration, annual amplitude, annual phase, inter-990

annual signal parts and subseasonal TWSA signals from the two global reconstructions991

from Humphrey and Gudmundsson (2019) and F. Li et al. (2021) and from the hydro-992

logical model WaterGAP for the years 1979− 2016 (full time frame) and 1979− 2002993

(pre GRACE time frame). Furthermore, we compared the reconstructions to the low de-994

gree gravity fields derived from SLR (Löcher & Kusche, 2020) for the pre GRACE time995

frame 1992 − 2002 for a spherical harmonic degree of expansion of n = 12. We also996

derived trend, acceleration, annual amplitude and phase from four different GRACE so-997

lutions and the reconstructions for the years 2002− 2020.998
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We find similar sign and magnitude of water storage changes over the full time pe-999

riod and pre GRACE time period for South America and the large basins in southern1000

Africa, like the Congo and Zambezi basin. These regions also stick out with highest TWSA1001

in the SLR-derived maps of mass variability. For Europe, Siberia, India, southern China,1002

Australia and North America the magnitude of TWSA over the four decades differs be-1003

tween the reconstructions and the hydrological model. The SLR observations exhibit higher1004

magnitudes of water storage changes for India, northern China, northern Australia, Alaska1005

and the north-eastern part of Siberia. However we caution that the SLR data also in-1006

clude gravity changes due to glacier mass variability, and a direct comparison is most1007

meaningful in areas free of glaciers. Except for the acceleration (and trend), the signal1008

pattern and magnitude of TWSA is similar for the full and pre GRACE time frame. The1009

acceleration for the pre GRACE time period exhibit notably higher signal magnitudes1010

and patterns compared to the full time frame. We recap here, that HG19 is not tuned1011

to reproduce a trend and the one by Li21 is not reconstructed, but recovered from the1012

GRACE period.1013

Given the good agreement of all data sets, we suggest, that the Congo basin has1014

indeed suffered a prolonged loss of water storage over the last 40 years. The US show1015

a similar picture, with negative accelerations and trends, also suggesting a water mass1016

loss over the last fourty years. For the Amazon basin high TWSA variations are found.1017

According to the trend and range rate changes the Amazon basin appears, over the last1018

four decades in a-near equilibrium. For Europe and Australia no significant trend or ac-1019

celeration pattern is found. The huge drying patterns of the Caspian Sea and the Aral1020

Sea, clearly visible in GRACE observations, are not reflected by trend or accelerations1021

over the fourty years. For this region moderate TWSA magnitudes are found on sub-1022

seasonal and interannual scale. SLR on the other side, exhibits strong negative accel-1023

eration, with a slightly negative trend in this region.1024
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Appendix A Data processing1538

The functional relationship to derive trend, acceleration, annual amplitude and phase1539

reads1540

f⃗ (⃗t) = a0 + a1(⃗t− t0) + a2(⃗t− t0)
2 + c1 cos(2π(⃗t− t0)) + s1 sin(2π(⃗t− t0)), (A1)1541

where x⃗ = [a0, a1, a2, c1, s1]
T are the parameters estimated in the least square process1542

and t0 is a reference epoch. For this study the data has been referenced to the time of1543

the first observation. As HG19 does not include a trend the equation above reduces to1544

f⃗ (⃗t) = a0 + a2(⃗t− t0)
2 + c1 cos(2π(⃗t− t0)) + s1 sin(2π(⃗t− t0)). (A2)1545

As trend and acceleration estimated by the least squares approach differ, depending on1546

whether parameters are estimated separately or joinly, we first estimated the trend for1547

the other data sets, reduced them by the estimated trend and then derived acceleration,1548

annual amplitude and phase. The annual amplitude and phase are computed based on1549

the estimated coefficients c1, s1. For better interpretability the annual phase is expressed1550

as the day of the signal minimum via1551

DMin =
arctan(s1, c1) + π

2π
365, 25. (A3)1552

The annual amplitude is computed as1553

A =
√

s21 + c21 (A4)1554

We define interannual signal as all signal components with a period longer than a1555

year. The interannual signal was derived based on a combination of filtering and least1556

squares adjustment. In a first step the annual and semi-annual periods are computed and1557

reduced from the data sets based on a least square adjustment fitting annual and semi-1558

annual coefficients to the time series. A low pass filter is applied to reduce all frequen-1559

cies greater than 1. The filter weights are derived for an ideal lowpass filter, which is de-1560

fined as a filter that allows all frequencies greater than a given cutting frequency (in our1561

case > 1 year) to pass and set all frequencies smaller then the cutting frequency (< 11562

year) to zero. The derived coefficients, c|k|, reads1563

c|k| = c|k|σ
N
|k| =

N∑
k=0

νstop
νN

sinc

(
k
νstop
νN

)
sinc

(
k

N + 1

)
(A5)1564

The filter length, N , was set to 13 months and the cutting frequency νstop to 1 year. The1565

derived filter coefficients are finite. A Lanczos smoothing hammingdigital1989, heredenotedas1566

σN
|k| is used to smooth the signal around the cutting frequency νstop.1567

We define subseasonal to be all signal parts < 1 year. The dominant annual sig-1568

nal is removed using a least square adjustment. All signals > 1 year are reduced using1569

a high pass filter. Assuming, the input signal,{un}∆x, can be written as {un}∆x = {yn}∆x+1570

{zn}∆x with {yn}∆x containing the low frequencies, i.e the output of the low pass fil-1571

ter, and {zn}∆x the high frequencies, the high pass filter can be derived as {zn}∆x =1572

{un}∆x − {yn}∆x.1573

It should be mentioned, that the filtering operation, even though effectively reduc-1574

ing all unwanted frequencies also damps signal we are interested in. The frequency op-1575

eration might also cause leakage, so a smearing of frequencies in others.1576

Appendix B Different reconstructions of GRACE like TWSA1577

Table Appendix B.1 gives an overview of different GRACE like TWSA reconstruc-1578

tions, including reconstruction period, region and employed methods.1579
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Authors Predictors employed meth-
ods

Time pe-
riod

Area Data access

Humphrey and
Gudmundsson
(2019)

P, T exponential first
order decay func-
tion

01.1979 −
07.2019

global https://doi

.org/10.6084/

m9.figshare

.7670849

F. Li et al.
(2021)

P, T, SST,
climate in-
dices

PCA,ICA,STL,
LS, ANN; MLR,
ARX

07.1979 −
06.2020

global https://

doi.org/

10.5061/dryad

.z612jm6bt

A. Y. Sun et al.
(2021)

P, T, SST,
NAO,
MEI,GLDAS
TWS

AutoML 06.2017 −
12.2019

conterminous
U.S
(CONUS)

on request

Forootan et al.
(2020)

Swarm ICA 2002− 2020 global https://

www.mdpi.com/

2072-4292/12/

10/1639/s1

Z. Sun et al.
(2020)

P, T,
GLDAS
Noah TWS

DNN, MLR,
SARIMAX

04.2002 −
06.2018

60 basins on request

Tang et al.
(2021)

GLDAS
Noah TWS,
P, T, mete-
orological
data

RF 1980− 2014 Lancang-
Mekong
River
Basin

on request

Yu et al. (2021) EALCO
TWSA

CNN, cGAN,
DCAE, ConvL-
STM

1979− 2002 Canadian
landmass

on request

Lenczuk et al.
(2022)

forward and
backward AR
process

07.2017 −
05.2018

global on request

A. Y. Sun et al.
(2019)

GLDAS
Noah TWS

CNN 04.2002 −
06.2017

India on request

Ferreira et al.
(2019)

T, P, E,
SM, R, cli-
mate indices

NARX 1979− 2013 West
Africa

on request

Becker et al.
(2011)

in situ river
level records

PCA / EOF 1980− 2008 Amazon
basin

on request

Long et al.
(2014)

SMS, P, T MLP ANN 02.1979 −
12.2002

karst
Plateau
basin

on request

Richter et al.
(2021)

SWARM PCA 07.2017 −
05.2018

global on request

Zhang et al.
(2016)

SM, P ANN 1979− 2012 Yangtze
river basin

on request

Table Appendix B.1: Overview: Different reconstructions of
GRACE like TWSA
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Note: P precipation, T land surface temperature, SST sea surface temperature, NAO
North Atlantic Oscillation, MEI Multivariate ENSO index, E evaporation, SM soil mois-
ture, R rainfall, NDVI normalized difference vegetation index, M mascon, SH spherical
harmonics, PCA principal component analysis, ICA indipentend component analysis,
STL seasonal-trend decomposition based on loess, LS least square, ANN artificial neural
network, MLR multi linear regression, ARX autoregressive exogenous model, AutoML
automated machine learning, DNN deep neural network, SARIMAX seasonal ARIMA (au-
toregressiv integrated moving average) with exogenous variables, RF random forest, CNN
convolutional neural network, cGAN conditional generative adversarial network, DCAE
deep convolutional autoencoder, ConvLSTM convolutional long short term memory, AR
(process) auto regressive (process), NARX nonlinear autoregressive with exogenous input,
MLP multi-layer percepton

1580

Appendix C Trend, acceleration and annual amplitude and phase for1581

the reconstructions, WaterGAP and GRACE1582

Table Appendix C.1 shows the derived average trend, acceleration, average annual1583

phase and minimal day of the seasonal cycle for the reocntructions and the hydrologi-1584

cal model WaterGAP for 1979-2016 for the global land. Table Appendix C.2 reveal the1585

same, but for the Pre GRACE time frame. Average trend, average rate range change,1586

annual amplitude and minimal day of the seasonal cycle for the GRACE time frame for1587

four different GRACE solutions and the reconstructions for the global land are shown1588

in table Appendix C.3. Figure Appendix C.1 present the respective time series.1589

Appendix D Long term evolution of TWS1590

Figure Appendix D.1 reveal the water mass change for the detrended and desea-1591

sonalized reconstructions for 1979-2016 for nine major river basins. The time series of1592

HG19 is presented in red, Li21 in black. The according location of the basins are shown1593

in figure Appendix D.2. The time series are discussed in section 4.3.1594

Appendix E Supplementary results1595

The average trend, acceleration, average annual amplitude and phase, subseasonal1596

and interannual signal variability of water storage for Europe is shown in figure Appendix1597

E.1, for the years 1979-2016, and in figure Appendix E.2 for the pre GRACE era. The1598

results are discussed in section 3.3.3. Figure Appendix E.3 reveals the autocorrelation1599

pattern of the detrended and deseasonalized reconstructions for a point in the Amazon1600

basin. Figure Appendix E.4 shows the same, but for a point in Europe. The figures are1601

discussed in section 3.3.2 and 3.3.2.1602
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Trend∗

[mm/yr]
Trend⋄

[mm/yr]
Acceleration⋄

[mm/yr2]
annual amplitude∗⋄

[mm]
annual phase∗⋄

[d]

Li21 -1.59 -1.63 0.001 24.29 83
HG19 -0.57 -0.0135 -0.0137 21.95 266
WaterGAP -0.69 -0.56 -0.003 23.85 246

Table Appendix C.1. Trend, acceleration and annual amplitude and annual phase derived

from the two reconstructions and the hydrological model WaterGAP for the global land for the

time frame 1979− 2016, without (1st column) and with (2nd column) estimating acceleration

Trend∗

[mm/yr]
Trend⋄

[mm/yr]
Acceleration⋄

[mm/yr2]
annual amplitude∗⋄

[mm]
annual phase∗⋄

[d]

Li21 -1.62 -2.61 0.04 24.29 83
HG19 -0.04 0.57 -0.03 21.73 267
WaterGAP -0.65 -1.22 0.03 23.85 246

Table Appendix C.2. Trend, acceleration and annual amplitude and annual phase derived

from the two reconstructions and the hydrological model WaterGAP for the global land for the

time frame 1979− 2002, without (1st column) and with (2nd column) estimating acceleration

Trend∗

[mm/yr]
Trend⋄

[mm/yr]
Acceleration⋄

[mm/yr2]
annual amplitude∗⋄

[mm]
annual phase∗⋄

[d]

ITSG SH
2018 -0.22 0.63 -0.04 18.58 180

CSR SH
RL06 -0.15 0.69 -0.04 18.5 181

GFZ SH
RL06 -0.15 0.59 -0.04 13.31 180

CSR M
RL06, v.2 -1.76 -1.13 -0.03 24.30 173

Li21 -1.66 -0.62 -0.06 24.30 174
HG19 -0.16 0.61 -0.04 22.30 205

Table Appendix C.3. Trend, acceleration and annual amplitude and annual phase derived

from different GRACE/GRACE-FO solutions and the reconstructions for the global land for the

time frame 2002− 2020, without (1st column) and with (2nd column) estimating acceleration
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

1

Figure Appendix C.1. Time series for four different GRACE solutions and the two global

reconstructions for the global land for the time frame 2002− 2020
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1

Figure Appendix D.1. Detrended time series for Li21 (black crosses) and HG19 (red circles)

for the Amazon, Mississippi, Mackenzie, Volga, Danube, Ganges, Nile, Niger, Congo basin. The

seasonal signal is reduced using a 12 month moving average filter.
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Figure Appendix D.2. Overview: Selected basins
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Humphrey and Gudmundsson(2019)
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Figure Appendix E.1. Trend, acceleration, annual amplitude and phase, subseasonal and

interannual signal for the years 1979-2016 for the reconstructions and WaterGAP for Europe
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Humphrey and Gudmundsson(2019)
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Figure Appendix E.2. Trend, acceleration, annual amplitude and phase, subseasonal and

interannual signal for the years 1979-2002 for the reconstructions and WaterGAP for Europe
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Humphrey and Gudmundsson(2019)
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Figure Appendix E.3. top: Autocorrelation of the detrended and deseasonalized reconstruc-

tions. bottom: Time Lag. The point is located in the Amazon basin.
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Figure Appendix E.4. top: Autocorrelation of the detrended and deseasonalized reconstruc-

tions. bottom: Time Lag. The point is located in Germany.
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How realistic are multi-decadal reconstructions of1

GRACE-like total water storage anomalies?2

C. Hacker1, J.Kusche13

1Institute for Geodesy and Geoinformation, University of Bonn, Bonn, Germany.4

Key Points:5

• Analysis of signal components of pre-GRACE (1979-2002) and long-term (1979-6

2016) terrestrial water storage based on global GRACE like TWSA reconstruc-7

tions8

• The low frequency part of the reconstructions are evaluated by low degree grav-9

ity fields from satellite laser ranging10

• The reconstructions reveal similar regions affected by water storage changes over11

the last four decades.12

Corresponding author: Charlotte Hacker, hacker@geod.uni-bonn.de
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Abstract13

[ The Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) mission has monitored to-14

tal water storage anomalies (TWSA) globally with unprecedented resolution and accu-15

racy since 2002. However, many applications require a data-based, multi-decadal extended16

record of TWSA prior to the GRACE period and for bridging the eleven-months gap be-17

tween GRACE and its successor GRACE Follow-On (GRACE-FO), that does not de-18

pend on hydrological modelling. Statistical and machine-learning ’reconstruction’ ap-19

proaches have been developed to this end, mostly via identifying relations of GRACE-20

derived TWSA to climate variables, and some regional or global land data sets are now21

publicly available.22

In this contribution, we compare the two global reconstructions by Humphrey and23

Gudmundsson (2019) and F. Li et al. (2021) mutually and against output from the wa-24

ter Global Analysis and Prognosis (WaterGAP) hydrological model from 1979 onwards,25

against large-scale mass-change derived from geodetic satellite laser ranging (SLR) from26

1992 onwards, and finally against differing GRACE/-FO solutions from 2002 onwards.27

We find that the reconstructions agree surprisingly well in many regions at seasonal28

and sub-seasonal timescales, even in the pre-GRACE era. We find larger differences at29

inter-annual timescales which we speculate are in part due to the way reconstructions30

are trained, and in part on which specific GRACE solution they are trained as well as31

the climatological characteristics of the region. Our comparison against independent SLR32

data reveals that reconstructions (only) partially succeed in representing anomalous TWSA33

for regions that are influenced by large climate modes such as El Niño-Southern Oscil-34

lation (ENSO). ]35

Plain Language Summary36

Water is a life sustaining resource, crucial for human survival, agricultural and eco-37

nomical proposes. Since 2002, the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE)38

mission monitors total water storage anomalies (TWSA) on a global scale, allowing the39

analysis of temporal changes in the water cycle. However, the time series is limited to40

20 years. Many data analysis applications require a data-based, multi-decadal extended41

record of TWSA prior to the GRACE period. Reconstructions are directly ”build” based42

on the GRACE observation, finding a relationship between GRACE-derived TWSA and43

climate variables.44

In this contribution, we compare the two global reconstructions by Humphrey and45

Gudmundsson (2019) and F. Li et al. (2021) mutually and against output from the wa-46

ter Global Analysis and Prognosis (WaterGAP) hydrological model from 1979 onwards,47

against large-scale mass-change derived from geodetic satellite laser ranging (SLR) from48

1992 onwards, and finally against differing GRACE/-FO solutions from 2002 onwards.49

We find the reconstructions reveal similar regions affected by water storage changes50

over the last four decades, especially for basins with strong TWSA signals like the Ama-51

zon. Our comparison against independent SLR data reveals that reconstructions (only)52

partially succeed in representing anomalous TWSA for regions that are influenced by large53

climate modes such as El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO).54

1 Introduction55

The GRACE (Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment) and GRACE-FO (GRACE56

Follow-On) satellite missions provide time variable gravity field models and estimates57

of total water storage anomalies (TWSA) with monthly resolution since 2002 (Tapley58

et al., 2019). GRACE and GRACE-FO (hereafter GRACE-/FO) data have enabled study-59

ing the natural variability of the terrestrial water cycle and its response to radiative forc-60

ing, land use, and water withdrawal and redirection (Rodell et al., 2018). TWSA maps61

have been used to quantify groundwater stress (Richey et al., 2015), large-scale droughts62
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(Zhao et al., 2017; Gerdener et al., 2020) and floods (Reager et al., 2014; Han et al., 2021),63

vegetation response (Geruo et al., 2017), and soil processes (Swenson & Lawrence, 2014).64

In general, the long-term temporal evolution of water storage observed by satellites can65

be linked to modifications of the land boundary conditions and the resulting climate forc-66

ing, the direct and indirect impacts of anthropogenic activities such as groundwater ab-67

straction and land use change, and the hydrological response of the system (Eicker et68

al., 2016), and regions where trends and accelerations share the same sign may be seen69

as moving away from the long-term equilibrium of the water cycle. In addition, several70

studies (Zaitchik et al., 2008; Eicker et al., 2014; Tangdamrongsub et al., 2015; Girotto71

et al., 2016; Khaki et al., 2017; Schumacher et al., 2018; B. Li et al., 2019; Springer et72

al., 2019; Tangdamrongsub et al., 2020; Gerdener et al., 2020) assimilated GRACE/-FO73

TWSA data into hydrological and land surface models, to add realism to model simu-74

lations. Apart from these climate and hydrology applications, observation-based TWSA75

maps are increasingly employed in geodesy e.g. for loading computations for satellite al-76

timetry (Ray et al., 2013) and GNSS (Chanard et al., 2018; Mémin et al., 2020), deriv-77

ing geocenter estimates (Wu & Heflin, 2015), or simulating the hydrological angular mo-78

mentum contribution to Earth rotation variations (Seoane et al., 2009; Jin et al., 2010).79

However, the use of GRACE/-FO data for e.g. deriving changes in the frequency80

of water storage extremes (Kusche et al., 2016) or for climate model evaluation (Jensen81

et al., 2019), is severely hampered by the short duration of the time series. Similarly, it82

is well-known that trend and acceleration estimates derived within the present GRACE/-83

FO time period are affected by inter-annual variability (Eicker et al., 2016). In addition,84

there is an eleven-month gap between GRACE and GRACE-FO, and the GRACE record85

has several shorter gaps due to battery problems on the spacecraft. All this limits not86

only the use of GRACE/-FO TWSA data for confronting model simulations, but also87

the assimilation of TWSA data into models, as assimilation frameworks are usually ill-88

prepared for data sets with gaps. Unfortunately, no geodetic observing technique pro-89

vides either time-variable gravity fields or any other variable that could be related to global90

land TWSA in the pre-GRACE era with a spatial resolution comparable to GRACE.91

Data-based ’reconstructions’ of gridded total water storage seek to provide substi-92

tute data and in this way to overcome many of the issues mentioned above, typically by93

deriving and training a relationship between the monthly GRACE TWSA maps and pre-94

dictors for which multidecadal data records are available. The mathematical framework95

to derive a relationship is either based on regression techniques or on machine learning96

methods. Predictors are mostly chosen as climate variables that play a dominating role97

in the terrestrial water budget, such as precipitation or land surface temperature, but98

they can also include other hydrological or space-geodetic observations. Predictors can99

be sets of single time series (e.g. ENSO index, modes derived via empirical orthogonal100

function analysis) or spatial fields.101

TWSA reconstruction methods can serve, at the same time, for predicting near real-102

time or even future total water storage variability (Forootan et al., 2014). This may be103

useful in diagnosing problems e.g. in quick-look data analysis, in identifying real anoma-104

lies, or in forecasting e.g. drought or flood conditions at the seasonal timescale (Reager105

et al., 2014).106

Table Appendix B.1 provides an overview of different reconstructions of total wa-107

ter storage. Becker et al. (2011) were upon the first in reconstructing water storage, for108

the 1980−2008 time frame. In the Amazon basin, gridded TWSA maps are derived based109

on the most energetic spatial modes seen by GRACE, as identified via from singular value110

decomposition, and scaled with in-situ water level data from river gauges. This approach111

is essentially identical to how the sea level community reconstructs past sea surface height112

maps from a few decades of radar altimetry and long records from tide gauges (Church113

et al., 2004). Forootan et al. (2020) and Richter et al. (2021) applied similar methods114

later at the global scale in order to close the eleven-months gap between GRACE and115

GRACE-FO with data from the Swarm satellites. Both studies reported a notable de-116
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crease in the noise level and an improvement in the spatial resolution by combining Swarm117

and GRACE.118

Forootan (2014) developed an approach for predicting water storage anomalies over119

West Africa based on low-degree autoregressive TWSA modelling driven by external vari-120

ables, which were selected from independent or principal components of relevant climate121

fields. Autoregressive modelling was also used to close the gap between the two GRACE122

missions by Lenczuk et al. (2022). Their process model does not employ any external123

predictor data sets and thus uncertainty accumulates quickly; to mitigate this Lenczuk124

et al. (2022) suggest forward- and backward propagation.125

Many recent studies turned to machine learning algorithms (see table Appendix126

B.1). Long et al. (2014) studied floods and droughts in a karst plateau in China using127

temporally extended GRACE data. They used an artificial neural network (ANN) to learn128

the relationship between monthly precipitation, mean temperature and soil moisture de-129

rived from the Global Land Data Assimilation System (GLDAS) (Rodell et al., 2004).130

A similar study was carried out by Zhang et al. (2016) for the Yangtze basin in China,131

where they used an ANN with precipitation and soil moisture inputs to extend the GRACE132

time series and characterize drought impacts on the Yangtze. A. Y. Sun et al. (2019) ap-133

plied a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) to learn the relation between GLDAS134

and GRACE-derived TWSA for India. The focus of their study was laid on the success135

of the CNN training: CNNs are mostly used for image classification and trained on big136

data sets, whereas the GRACE data set with around 170 monthly maps (Tapley et al.,137

2019) is comparably small. Yu et al. (2021) also used deep learning to reconstruct GRACE-138

like TWSA for the Canadian landmass, while training with modelled TWSA. Apart from139

deep learning, Z. Sun et al. (2020) used multiple linear regression (MLR) and seasonal140

autoregressive integrated moving average with exogenous variable (SARIMAX) to pre-141

dict water storage changes in around 60 global basins. They found good agreement across142

the three methods for the reconstructed signals for humid and low-intensity irrigated ar-143

eas. For drier regions their results showed significant variations, indicating that the per-144

formance of an algorithm may depend on hydroclimatic characteristics of the basin. In145

a second study A. Y. Sun et al. (2021) focused on the GRACE– GRACE-FO data gap.146

They used six different machine learning algorithms and multiple groups of meteorolog-147

ical and climatic variables to fill the time series over conterminous U.S., and suggest to148

combine different ML models to provide a final robust estimate.149

From a user perspective, there is no clear picture yet emerging as to what approach150

might show advantages and disadvantages at which temporal and spatial scales, and in151

which climate regimes. Some of the above mentioned studies were designed to fill the152

relatively short gap between the GRACE and GRACE-FO missions, while others aimed153

indeed at multidecadal time series. Except for the studies utilizing Swarm data, all the154

works mentioned above provide regionally restricted reconstructions.155

In this contribution, we therefore focus on (in the following abbreviated as HG19)156

Humphrey and Gudmundsson (2019) and (Li21 in the following) F. Li et al. (2021), which157

are, to our knowledge, the only two published reconstructions of total water storage anoma-158

lies for the entire global land excluding ice caps and glaciated regions. Both HG19 and159

Li21 cover more than four decades and here we will look at 1979-2020, later on called160

the full time frame. Both HG19 and Li21 reconstruct TWSA variations from long-term161

climate variable records via relations trained in the GRACE time period, but they rely162

on very different mathematical approaches.163

HG19 formulated a model with deterministic and stochastic components to describe164

the inter-annual variability of water storage change over time. While the deterministic165

part relates storage to precipitation and temperature via a simple 1D (i.e. grid-cell based)166

first-order decay model, Humphrey and Gudmundsson (2019) fitted a spatial autoregres-167

sive noise model (Cressie, 1993) to spatial and temporal correlation structure in the GRACE168

TWSA maps, in order to quantify the underlying stochastic process. Markov Chain Monte169

Carlo is used to achieve a representative error distribution, and the reconstruction is de-170

rived as an ensemble consisting of 100 realisations.171
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In a very different setting, the Li21 framework combines machine learning with time172

series analysis and statistical decomposition techniques. In a first step the dominant (both173

statistically independent and orthogonal) modes of GRACE and climate data are iden-174

tified. Selected relevant modes are then decomposed into linear trend, seasonal, inter-175

annual part, and subseasonal using different approaches, and each temporal signal com-176

ponent is reconstructed by either simple neural network, autoregressive modelling with177

exogenous variables or multilinear regression. The global land is divided into basins, and178

for each basin the optimal combination of the methods is learned (F. Li et al., 2021).179

For evaluating these two global multidecadal reconstructions in the pre-GRACE180

era, we use output from the hydrological model WaterGAP (Müller Schmied et al., 2020a)181

and, for the first time, low degree time-variable gravity fields from the geodetic satellite182

laser raging (SLR) technique (Löcher & Kusche, 2020).183

WaterGAP simulates water flows and water storage in canopy, snow, soil, ground-184

water, lakes, man-made reservoirs, wetlands and rivers (Müller Schmied et al., 2020a),185

with total water storage being defined over the sum of these compartments. The model186

differs from many global hydrological or land surface models in its representation of an-187

thropogenic processes; its global water use models determine the water use for irrigation,188

livestock, domestic, manufacturing and thermal power, then required net water abstrac-189

tion is partitioned into net abstraction from surface water and groundwater. In the con-190

text of comparing to TWSA reconstructions trained on GRACE/-FO data, it is worth191

mentioning that WaterGAP is however limited in its representation of water abstraction,192

that it uses rather simple algorithms for simulating reservoir operations, and that it does193

not simulate at all glacier mass variability. The model has, however, quite often been com-194

pared to GRACE/-FO data with favorable results in particular at seasonal and sub-seasonal195

timescales (Müller Schmied et al., 2020a).196

SLR contributes to the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF) as well197

as low degree gravity field models (Pearlman et al., 2019). The sensitivity of the SLR198

satellites to the time variable gravity field ranges from the Earth’s center-of-mass to about199

degree ten (M. Cheng et al., 2011). To increase the spectral resolution while sacrificing200

some independence of the procedure from GRACE, Löcher and Kusche (2020) fitted, in201

addition to certain low-degree spherical harmonics, a few empirical orthogonal functions202

of the recent GRACE solutions to the SLR ranging data. This hybrid approach resulted,203

after back-transformation of the empirical orthogonal functions (EOF), in monthly sets204

of spherical harmonic coefficients complete up to degree and order 60.205

The paper is organised as follows: In section 2 we present the data sets amd meth-206

ods that will be employed in this study. Section 3 describes our analysis of the two global207

land water storage reconstructions L21 and HG19 with respect to each other, and when208

compared to WaterGAP. For each data set the trend, acceleration, annual amplitude and209

phase, the interannual signal and the subseasonal signal are discussed for the pre-GRACE210

era (1979-2002) and for the full reconstruction period (1979-2016). In section 4 the two211

reconstructions are compared to different GRACE solutions, i.e. not only those they were212

trained on, and after spectral truncation, to the SLR data by Löcher and Kusche (2020)213

for the years 1992−2002. An examination of the long term evolution of the water stor-214

age for nine major river basins closes this section. The findings of this study are briefly215

summarized in section 5.216

2 Data and Methods217

2.1 Data218

2.1.1 GRACE/FO data219

Three different GRACE/-FO level-2 (L2) solutions, the ITSG2018 series (Mayer-220

Gürr et al., 2018), the release 06 (RL06) from the Center for Space Research of the Uni-221

versity of Texas (CSR) from the website CSR (2018) and the RL06 GFZ Potsdam data222

(Dahle et al., 2018, 2019), and the mass concentration (mascon) solution provided by223
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CSR (Save et al., 2016) were used to evaluate the reconstructions. All GRACE/-FO data224

sets cover the time from April 2002 to December 2020. As no interpolation was applied225

the GRACE/FO data contain gaps, including the nearly one year period between the226

two missions.227

The spherical harmonic solutions were expanded up to degree and order 96. The228

degree-one and C20 coefficients were replaced as recommended in M. Cheng et al. (2011).229

The coefficients were smoothed with a DDK3 filter (Kusche, 2007). Time-variable sig-230

nals due to glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA), i.e. the ongoing viscoelastic uplift of the231

Earth’s crust in response to the melting of the former ice sheets, was corrected for us-232

ing the model by Peltier et al. (2018).233

2.1.2 Global reconstructions of GRACE-type gridded total water stor-234

age235

The F. Li et al. (2021) data set represents a reconstruction of monthly, total wa-236

ter storage anomalies from 1979−2020 on a 0.5◦ x 0.5◦ grid. Their framework combine237

machine learning techniques with time series and statistical decomposition techniques.238

F. Li et al. (2021) employed the RL06 monthly CSR GRACE solution as predictand and239

tested several meteorological variables (see table Appendix B.1) as predictors. In a first240

step, the dominant modes of the input data were identified via either the Principal Com-241

ponent Analysis (PCA) or Independent Component Analysis (ICA) technique. Selected242

modes were then partitioned into linear trend, seasonal, and inter-annual , and the resid-243

ual variability signals using either Least-Squares (LS) or seasonal-trend decomposition244

based on loess (STL) (Cleveland et al., 1990) methods. Each signal component is recon-245

structed by either artificial neural network (ANN), autoregressive exogenous model (ARX)246

or multi-linear regression (MLR) approaches. The global land area is divided into hy-247

drological basins, and for each basin the optimal combination of the framework described248

above was determined via evaluation against observed GRACE/-FO data.249

The Humphrey and Gudmundsson (2019) global reconstruction covers the time pe-250

riod from 1979− 2019 on a 0.5◦ x 0.5◦ grid. The reconstruction is build as consisting251

of a deterministic and a stochastic part. The first one was formulated as a first order de-252

cay model, linking the effect of temperature and precipitation on water storage in a sim-253

plified way. To identify and quantify a stochastic process, underlying the spatial and tem-254

poral correlation structure seen in the original GRACE solutions, Humphrey and Gud-255

mundsson (2019) employed a spatial autoregressive (SAR) model as in Cressie (1993).256

A Markov chain Monte Carlo procedure was then used to generate representative sam-257

ple distributions. Two GRACE solutions, three precipitation and two temperature datasets258

were used to generate six different reconstructions. Each solution consists of an ensem-259

ble of 100 realisations. Here, we used the reconstruction based on the JPL masconcs so-260

lution and the ERA5 forcing data (Hersbach et al., 2020). We chose this combination261

since, according to Humphrey and Gudmundsson (2019) it is the closest to the ”true”262

GRACE solution.263

2.1.3 Low degree gravity fields from SLR264

SLR is commonly used to derive low degree spherical harmonic coefficients, the geo-265

center position, station coordinates, and thus significantly contributes to the Interna-266

tional Terrestrial Reference Frame (Altamimi et al., 2016; M. K. Cheng et al., 2013). Within267

the post-processing of GRACE and GRACE-FO data sets the C20 oblateness coefficient268

from the level-1 analysis is regularly replaced by estimates based on SLR, and this has269

been recommended for C30 as well (M. Cheng & Ries, 2023)). SLR results have been also270

frequently used to validate hydrological angular momentum (HAM) estimates derived271

from hydrological modelling (Śliwińska et al., 2021; W. Chen et al., 2017). The sensi-272

tivity of the SLR technique to the time variable gravity field is however limited to spher-273

ical harmonic degrees of about n = 5 or 6, with certain coefficients of higher degree and274
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order being observable due to the SLR orbital geometry while others cannot be separated275

(Sośnica et al., 2015).276

To increase the spectral resolution of the SLR technique Löcher and Kusche (2020)277

and recently M. Cheng and Ries (2023) employed a parameterization based on the EOF278

approach in the SLR data reduction instead of spherical harmonics. In this method, the279

leading spatial patterns of mass variability, i.e. the EOF functions, were derived from280

the unfiltered spherical harmonics coefficients from GRACE (based on the ITSG-Grace2018281

solution in Löcher and Kusche (2020)) in a preprocessing step.282

Within a dynamic orbit improvement procedure, in the hybrid approach some low-283

degree spherical harmonic coefficients and a set of scaling factors fitting the GRACE EOFs284

were derived, fitting the original laser range observations. Spherical harmonic coefficients285

complete to higher degrees are finally derived via re-mapping the scaled EOFs. In this286

way, Löcher and Kusche (2020) derived monthly gravity fields from 1992− 2020 com-287

plete up to spherical harmonic degree n = 60. These solutions must be viewed as hav-288

ing inherited spatial constraints from GRACE in the sense that EOFs beyond some thresh-289

old in signal power, and thus combinations of spherical harmonics, were truncated and290

effectively set to zero. However, they include information on mass change in the pre-GRACE291

era of unprecedented spatial resolution (see validations in Löcher and Kusche (2020)),292

are publicly available, and we thus use them here to assess the reconstructions described293

earlier.294

2.1.4 The Water Global Analysis and Prognosis (WaterGAP) model295

The WaterGAP model (Müller Schmied et al., 2020a) consists of three major com-296

ponents, i.e. the global water use model, the linking model Groundwater-Surface Wa-297

ter Use (GWSWUSE) and the WaterGAP Global Hydrology Model (WGHM). The global298

water use model determines water use for irrigation, livestock, domestic and manufac-299

turing use, and thermal power. GWSWUSE divides the net water abstraction determined300

by the global water use model into net abstraction for surface water and groundwater.301

Net abstraction together with climate forcing then form the input for the WGHM model.302

WGHM represents water flows and storage in ten compartments; i.e. canopy, snow, soil,303

groundwater, lakes, man-made reservoirs, wetlands and rivers.304

From this we derived monthly total water storage for the years 1901−2016 by ac-305

cumulating over all storages. It is worth mentioning here that WaterGAP does not sim-306

ulate glaciers.307

2.2 Methods308

For all comparisons in this study, total water storage trend, acceleration, annual309

amplitude and annual phase are estimated within a least squares approach.310

The sub-seasonal signal is defined here as the signal with a period shorter than a311

year. After removing trend and annual signal from the time series, a high pass filter was312

used to suppress frequencies below 1 cycle per year. The inter-annual signal is defined313

as the signal with periods longer than one year. It is obtained here via low pass filter-314

ing, after the time series were reduced by a trend, annual and semiannual signal. For the315

inter-annual and sub-seasonal signals the power is represented via the root mean square316

(RMS) of the variability.317

For the comparison with results from satellite laser raging in section 4, all data sets318

are expanded into spherical harmonics, truncated at the same degree and order as the319

SLR data, and expressed as mass change fields. This step is required, as the SLR fields320

used in this study have a coarse resolution, and we use them only until a spherical har-321

monic degree of n = 12.322

We excluded Antarctica and Greenland signals from the reconstructions and Wa-323

terGAP, as we feel we do not have reliable modelling data here that could complement324
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our approach. We also exclude those regions from the SLR data to facilitate the com-325

parison.326

3 Continental total water storage anomalies in the pre-GRACE era327

The primary objective of global, data based reconstructions of total water storage328

is to better understand the collective response of the land system to long-variability in329

the rainfall and temperature while remaining independent of hydrological modelling, with330

applications ranging from space geodesy and sea level budgeting to providing constraints331

to climate modelling studies. It is important however to understand that reconstructions332

are by construction principle developed to reproduce or disregard certain temporal scales,333

and are bound to reproduce events and signatures that are represented in the used pre-334

dictor variables.335

We suggest therefore to distinguish internal and external consistency. In what fol-336

lows, we will first present a systematic analysis of the HG19 and L21 global land water337

storage reconstructions with respect to each other, and when compared to the Water-338

GAP model, which also relies on meteorological forcing fields but in a very different way.339

For each data set the linear trend, acceleration, annual amplitude and phase, interan-340

nual signal, and finally the subseasonal signal are discussed separately for the pre-GRACE341

era (1979-2002) and for the full reconstruction period (1979-2016). In section 4 follow-342

ing thereafter, the focus will then be on an independent ’external’ evaluation with GRACE/-343

FO and SLR data.344

3.1 Continental total water storage anomalies in the years 1979-2016345

3.1.1 Humphrey and Gudmundsson (2019) reconstruction based on GRACE346

data347

The first column of figure 1 shows the linear trend, acceleration, average annual348

amplitude and phase, sub seasonal and inter-annual signal variations for HG19 for the349

years 1979-2016. The metrics reveal a ”chessboard”pattern, that is most likely due to350

the model formulation of HG19. This reconstruction does not include a trend – Humphrey351

and Gudmundsson (2019) argue that trends seen by GRACE are mainly driven by an-352

thropogenic effects, which cannot be explained by their statistical model. However, changes353

in temperature and precipitation include a trend, which can be estimated based on a least354

square adjustment from the reconstructions. Negative trends are visible for the Congo355

basin, the region around the Lake Victoria, the Mississippi basin, the Tocantins basin,356

the Parnaiba basin and the Sao Francisco basin. Positive trends are found for the Orinoco357

basin, the Zambezi basin and around the Thar desert.358

Negative accelerations, i.e. increasing rates of water storage decline or ’accelerated359

drying’ are found for the Mississippi, Colorado and Rio Grande basin in North Amer-360

ica, along with the the large basins along South America’s Atlantic coast, the Amazon361

basin, for the Congo basin in Africa, the Volga and Don basin, the Amur basin, large362

swathes in the eastern part of China, and the Murray-Darling basin in Australia. Pos-363

itive accelerations, i.e. increased rates of water storage due to rainfall increases, are shown364

for the Zambezi basin in Africa. Increasing mass rates are also shown for Iceland, con-365

sistent with Wu and Heflin (2015), but it is unclear to what extent the HG19 method366

may be trusted over glacierated regions.367

Large long-term average annual cycle of total water storage are found for the Ama-368

zon basin, with the dryness peak (i.e. minimum water storage, phase expressed as day-369

of-year DOY) around February to March. Large annual amplitudes are also found for370

some coastal basins in South America with dryness peaking at around DOY 250 for the371

northern part to DOY 120-150 for the southern part. Furthermore, large average annual372

amplitude occurs in the Mississippi basin, with a dryness peak in May/June, and around373

the Gulf of Alaska. For the latter, the phase shows values around December to January.374
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Figure 1. Trend, acceleration, annual amplitude and phase, subseasonal and interannual sig-

nal for the years 1979-2016 for the reconstructions and WaterGAP on a global scale
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Regions with lower amplitudes (around 2.5 cm) are located in western and southern Eu-375

rope, around the Caspian Sea, southern Africa, India, southern and eastern China and376

in the north-west of Australia. For Europe, in terms of peak water deficit, a gradient in377

magnitude between the north-eastern and south-western part is identified, ranging from378

DOY 50-160 for the south-western and DOY 250-360 for the north-eastern. For the re-379

gion around the Caspian Sea, India, southern and eastern China and in north west Aus-380

tralia, minimum peak values for February to March are found, for southern Africa the381

values are around DOY 260-350. As expected, the annual signals disappear for deserts382

(Sahara, Arabian Peninsula, Mongolia, Australia) and arid regions (major parts of Canada).383

Subseasonal signal power (Fig. 1, first column, fifth row) largely follows the Köppen-384

Geiger classification (Köppen, 1923; Kottek et al., 2006), with low variations in arid cli-385

mate zones and large vaiability in tropical areas, e.g. the Amazon and La Plata basins,386

Niger, Congo and Lake Chad basins, India, southern China, Indonesia and tropical north-387

ern Australia. Also regions with polar/snow climate, e.g. northern Canada and Siberia388

and some associated with mild to warm climate with regular precipitation patterns, like389

the eastern part of the Mississippi basin and Japan, appear with stronger subseasonal390

signal variability in the long-term reconstruction.391

At the inter-annual scale (bottom right panel) only northern Africa, Arabian Penin-392

sula, Mongolia and south-eastern Australia, i.e. regions with arid climate, exhibit little393

variability; similar also for the northern hemisphere. Interestingly, large signals of an am-394

plitude comparable to the annual cycle appear to be present (over nearly four decades)395

for the entire U.S., South America except the Andes, sub-Sahel and southern Africa, the396

north-eastern coast of Australia, Europe and most parts of Asia.397

3.1.2 F. Li et al. (2021) reconstruction based on GRACE data398

Even though the Li21 reconstruction does include a trend, this trend has not been399

reconstructed in the same way as the other signal components; rather it has been sep-400

arated from the GRACE time series and added back to the finished reconstruction (F. Li401

et al., 2020, 2021). Therefore, the trends in figures 1 (first row, second column) and 2402

(first row, second column) represent mean trends in the used GRACE data. Minor dif-403

ferences in the trend magnitudes can be attributed to the least squares approach used404

to generate the maps.405

Trends in the observed total water storage are in fact due to a mixture of natural406

variability and anthropogenic effects (Humphrey et al., 2016; Rodell et al., 2018), and407

since not all human effects can be viewed as a response to natural variability (as e.g. in-408

creased water withdrawals in drought periods may be explained) it is unclear to what409

extent statistical reconstructions trained on such GRACE data sets would represent re-410

ality or artefacts. As mentioned above, visible negative trends represent extrapolations411

from the GRACE period aided by climate data. For the Middle East, they are gener-412

ally attributed to a superposition of droughts and resulting groundwater depletion for413

agricultural use (Voss et al., 2013). The decrease in water storage in the Caspian Sea414

is mostly ascribed to reduced inflow of the Volga river (Loomis & Luthcke, 2017) in the415

GRACE period.416

Accelerated water mass loss can be seen for the Amazon basin, around Victoria Lake417

and the Caspian Sea. Slightly positive accelerations are found for the Ob basin, around418

Alaska, the Patagonian glaciers and in Iceland, although for the latter it is not clear whether419

the Li21 approach is valid.420

The Amazon basin, the Zambezi basin (both with a dryness peak around DOY 350)421

the southern part of South America, the Mississippi basin (both showing minimal phase422

around April/May), the Caspian Sea region with minimal peaks in the end of Spring,423

the Victoria lake (with minimal signal magnitudes around January/February) and some424

ice covered regions, i.e. Iceland, the Patagonian glaciers, Svalbard and the region around425

the Gulf of Alaska exhibit large amplitudes. For South America, Europe, India, north-426

eastern China and central Africa moderate annual amplitude of around 1.5−2 cm are427
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shown. The corresponding annual phase, e.g. minimal signal magnitude for South Amer-428

ica shows a notable shift between South and North, with minimal water storages around429

DOY 300-265 for the northern part and DOY 120-180 for the southern part. A similar430

phase difference can be found for Europe, with minimal signal magnitudes in early Spring431

/ end of Winter for the south-western part and around end of Fall/ begin of Winter for432

the north-eastern part. North-eastern China and middle Africa both show minimal sig-433

nal magnitudes for January/ February. The phase for India is around DOY 320 to 260.434

Strong sub-seasonal variations are present for the equatorial belt, spanning the Orinoco,435

Amazon and La Plate basin in South America, the Zambezi, Congo and Niger basin in436

Africa, Madagascar, India, southern parts of China and the northern part of Australia.437

The Caspian Sea exhibits also high signal variability, as well as the region around the438

North China Plain and California, as well as the northern part of the Mississippi basin439

in North America. Also ice covered regions in Siberia, Canada, around the Gulf of Alaska,440

around the Patagonian glaciers, Iceland, Svalbard and the Franz-Joseph land depict high441

signal magnitudes. Most European regions show variability of around 1.5−2 cm here.442

At the inter-annual time scale, the equatorial band becomes even more pronounced,443

with strong inter-annual signals for most parts of South America, middle Africa, India,444

southern China and northern Australia likely caused by rainfall variability. Also ice cov-445

ered regions, like Iceland, the Patagonian glaciers, the Gulf of Alaska, and China’s High446

Mountains glaciers exhibit strong variations. Interestingly, regions where anthropogenic447

water use prevails, e.g. California, the North China Plain and parts of India exhibit large448

inter-annual signal magnitudes. The region around the Black Sea, including the Danube,449

Dnieper, Don, Volga and part of the Ob basin also reveal high signal variability.450

3.1.3 WaterGAP Global Hydrological Model simulation451

The majority of the trends derived from WaterGAP for 1979−2016 range between452

−0.5cm/yr and 0.5cm/yr (see figure 1, top left panel). Negative trends can be observed453

for large parts of America, Australia and Europe, whereas Africa and Asia present a mixed454

picture of negative and positive trends. Stronger negative trends can be found for the455

US, over the Arabian Peninsula and India, with patches of stronger trends located all456

over the world, some of which may be model artefacts. Trends for glacierated regions are457

not dominant in figure 1 (first row, third column) as WaterGAP does not include glaciers458

in the simulation (Müller Schmied et al., 2020a).459

Trend rates generally tend towards negative accelerations (i.e. increased dryness),460

with some exceptions for the Congo, the Amazon, the Parana and Ob basin, around the461

southern region of the Hudson Bay and Indonesia. Notable are negative acceleration pat-462

tern over India. The same phenomenon can be observed for the Mississippi basin, where463

regions showing a strong negative trend also exhibit notable negative acceleration. As464

mentioned before, the Congo and Ob basin both show partially positive acceleration. The465

trends for these basins are slightly negative. The opposite sign of trend and acceleration466

may suggest that long-term reversal from drying or wetting is in progress. Striking is also467

the negative acceleration in river storage along the main Amazon system, in conjunc-468

tion with a positive trend for the southern branch, i.e. Madeira and Jurua, and a neg-469

ative for the northern one, Negro and Branco.470

The most prominent annual signal in figure 1 is the Amazon basin. For this area471

the minimum signal, in terms of water deficit, has been around January to February in472

the four decades considered here. other regions of higher amplitude in South America473

can be found for the Orinoco, with minimal phase around DOY 250-300, and Parana basin474

(lowest storage in April/May). Large annual amplitudes are also found for the Missis-475

sippi basin, dryness peaking around DOY 120-160, around Hudson Bay and the Gulf of476

Alaska. Visible are also large amplitudes for the Congo and the Volga basins, both with477

minimal signal in February, in the Rhone basin, Norway and parts of Sweden, all show-478

ing minimal values around November/December, the Ob basin ( March-May), and In-479
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donesia (around DOY 300-350).Moderate annual amplitudes can be found for India, south-480

ern China and Central Europe (minmum around DOY 300-360).481

In the model simulation, all equatorial regions show high subseasonal signal vari-482

ations, this includes the majority of South America, Central Africa, India, southern China,483

Indonesia and the north-eastern coast of Australia. Also regions of polar climate exhibit484

bigger signal amplitudes. Among the regions with bigger variations is also the Missis-485

sippi basin. Europe shows a mixed picture with signal magnitudes around 1.5−2.5 cm.486

River storage in WaterGAP appears pronounced in the subseasonal signals.487

At inter-annual time scales, regions with an arid warm or cold climate exhibit small488

signal variations, like the Sahara and the Orange, Okavango and Limpopo basin, the Ara-489

bian Peninsula most parts of Australia, Central Asia, the Andes and parts of Mexico.490

Strong inter-annual signals can be found for the Amazon, Orinoco and La Plata basin491

and the Patagonian glaciers, the major part of North America, the Congon basin, the492

northern part of Europe and Siberia, along the Pacific coast of Asia, India, southern China493

and Indonesia.494

3.2 Continental total water storage anomalies for the years 1979-2002495

3.2.1 Humphrey and Gudmundsson (2019) reconstruction based on GRACE496

data497

The first panel in the first row of figure 2 shows the trend for HG19 for the years498

1979 − 2002. HG19 exhibits positive trends for the coastal region of Alaska, the Nel-499

son basin, parts of the Congo basin, the Limpopo basin, over India and the Amazon basin.500

The latter was not visible for the years 1979-2016. Negative trends are found for the To-501

cantins basin, the Parnaiba basin and the Sao Francisco basin, the region around the Vic-502

toria Lake and the Bandama basin.503

Compared to the mean rate changes over the entire time frame (Fig. 1), the stor-504

age acceleration in two decades prior to GRACE was larger in magnitude, while also the505

spatial patterns were apparently different. In HG19, the increasing water storage loss506

over the US extend to the complete Mississippi basin during this period. Storage anoma-507

lies over Ellesmere Island are apparently characterized by positive rate changes, and sim-508

ilar behavior can be found for the Orinoco basin, the East of South America, Africa, Asia509

and even Europe. Quite notable changes in patterns and magnitude are found for Aus-510

tralia, with increasing wetness trends in the decades prior to GRACE while over the en-511

tire time frame (Fig. 1) (and of course over the GRACE period, (van Dijk et al., 2013))512

this region experiences long-term drying trends.513

The long-term average annual cycle of total water storage over two decades prior514

to GRACE revealed large amplitudes for the Amazon basin, with a minimum peaking515

around end of February and March. Large amplitudes were also present along the Pa-516

cific coast of North America with minimum storage in around DOY 250, in the Missis-517

sippi basin with a minimal peak in May-July and over northern Asia peaking towards518

the end of February to March. In total, compared to the long term average annual cy-519

cle for the entire time period, amplitudes seem bigger for the two decades prior to GRACE.520

In contrast, the sub-seasonal signal content seems not to depend overly on the time pe-521

riod, and we find the same for the inter-annual signal.522

3.2.2 F. Li et al. (2021) reconstruction based on GRACE data523

Mean rate changes for the twenty years prior to GRACE are shown in the second524

column and row of figure 2. Compared to the entire time frame (figure 1, second column525

and row), we identify a notable change in pattern for Australia – along the southern coasts526

negative acceleration and in tropical northern regions a positive one. Negative acceler-527

ations are also found for the Congo basin, the Parana basin, the Mississippi basin, the528

Amur basin. The Limpopo basin, the Zambezi basin, the north-western part of Australia,529
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Figure 2. Trend, acceleration, annual amplitude and phase, subseasonal and interannual sig-

nal for the years 1979-2002 for the reconstructions and WaterGAP on a global scale
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the Danube and Volga basin show positive range rate changes. All mentioned signals are530

not present in the accelerations derived for the full time frame.531

The mean annual amplitude derived for the two decades prior to GRACE shows532

large annual amplitudes for all coastal basins in South America, with minimal values around533

January/February and October/November for the upper part of South America and min-534

imal phases in Spring for the lower part. Furthermore large mean annual amplitudes are535

shown for the southern basins in Africa and the western basins in Siberia. Similar to South536

America the minimal peak in Africa is in November for the lower part begin of the year537

in the upper part. For the Northern Asian basins the minimal peak is in early spring,538

e.g around April/May. In comparison to the mean annual amplitude for the entire time539

frame the derived amplitude for the twenty years before GRACE has increased in mag-540

nitude.541

The signal magnitude of the interannual and subseasonal signal is slightly smaller542

for the two decades prior to GRACE compared to the full time frame. The signal pat-543

tern, e.g. regions revealed by the data to experience signal variations, is the same for both544

time frames.545

3.2.3 WaterGAP Global Hydrological Model simulation546

Like the trend the mean range rate changes for the two decades prior to GRACE547

exhibit larger magnitudes compared to the full time frame. Regions with positive mean548

range rate changes are Indonesia, parts of the Ob basin, Central Europe, parts of the Congo,549

Zambezi basin in Africa, the Atlantic coast side of South America. The main river branch550

of the Amazon basin, Alaska, the Mackenzie basin, the Mississippi basin, the Neva basin551

and northern India reveal negative accelerations. For northern India a negative trend552

is found, indicating a water depletion in this region.553

The average annual signal exhibits large amplitudes in the Amazon basin with min-554

imum water storage ranging from October to March. Other regions with large average555

annual amplitudes are Indonesia, the region around the Golf of Alaska and Scandinavia.556

All mentioned regions show minimum storage around September-November. Notable are557

also the large annual amplitudes for the basins located around the Golf from Mexico (October-558

March).559

3.3 Intercomparisons560

In this section, we first briefly discuss general differences between the three data561

sets. Then, we focus on the Murray-Darling and Amazon basins, regions that are strongly562

influenced by the El-Niño-Southern Oscillation phenomenon (Nicholls et al., 1997; Tren-563

berth, 1990; Forootan et al., 2016; Garćıa-Garćıa et al., 2011; Towner et al., 2021; J. L. Chen564

et al., 2010; Marengo & Espinoza, 2016). We expect the reconstructions to exhibit large565

storage signals, as both use precipitation in the model formulation. Then we will turn566

to Europe, where water storage signals (e.g. recent droughts) have large economic im-567

pact but are dwarfed by other regions. We suspect Europe to pose more of a challenge568

to the reconstructions.569

Table 2 shows trend (without and with co-estimation of an acceleration term). We570

find that the trend from Li21 is by more than two times bigger compared to HG19 and571

WaterGAP. It seams like, WaterGAP (and HG19) underestimate trends in water stor-572

age changes compared to Li21. However, as discussed in section 4 the derived trends de-573

pend on the used GRACE solution. The trend derived from mascon based GRACE so-574

lution, like the one used by Li21 or in the study of Scanlon et al. (2018) exhibit higher575

water storage signal magnitudes compared to trends derived from spherical harmonic so-576

lution.577

We note, that the accelerations found for the reconstruction of HG19 are stronger,578

then those for Li21 or WaterGAP. The acceleration derived from the data sets exhibits579
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higher signal magnitude for the shorter time period. For the full time frame the derived580

average range rate changes are close to zero.581

The data sets reveal similar regions with high average annual amplitudes, like the582

Amazon basin, the Mississippi basin or the Caspian Sea. Table Appendix C.1 presents583

values raging from 2.2 cm for HG19 to 2.4 cm for Li21 for the global land. The annual584

phase indicates similar values in the data sets, except for the Amazon basin, where a time585

lag of a month is found between HG19 and WaterGAP on the one side and Li21 on the586

other side.587

The subseasonal signal of the two reconstructions exhibits similar signal magnitude588

and signal pattern and does not change notably for the pre GRACE era compared to the589

full time series. In comparison, the subseasonal signal of the hydrological model shows590

higher signal magnitudes, notable especially for North and South America and Europe.591

On interannual scale all data sets show small signal variations for arid regions. The592

signal pattern of the data sets differ for North America, Europe, Asia and Australia. For593

Asia, Li21 and WaterGAP are in a good agreement, whereas HG19 portrays more re-594

gion with high signal amplitudes. For Europe, Li21 exhibits smaller signal magnitudes595

compared to WaterGAP and HG19. For North America, Li21 and HG19 show moder-596

ate signal magnitude for the region around the Hudson Bay, whereas WaterGAP indi-597

cates signal variations, that are two times larger. The data sets show high signal mag-598

nitudes for the Amazon basin and the Orinoco basin. As for the accelerations, HG19 de-599

picts the highest signal magnitudes compared to Li21 and WaterGAP. The signals for600

the full time period have slightly higher magnitudes compared to the two decades prior601

to GRACE. The signal pattern does not change.602

3.3.1 Australia/ Murray-Darling basin603

Australia’s climate and rainfall is influenced by its geographic location, with the604

southwestern Pacific Ocean in the east and the Indian Ocean in the west (Trenberth, 1990;605

Nicholls et al., 1997). On interannual time scales the most dominant drivers for precip-606

itation are the El-Niño-Southern Oscillation, ENSO, and the Indian Ocean Dipole, IOD607

(Garćıa-Garćıa et al., 2011; Risbey et al., 2009). Negative ENSO phases (El Niño) lead608

to reduced rainfall in the northern and eastern parts of Australia resulting in droughts609

especially in the center of Australia, while La Niña phases lead to strong precipitations610

and often flooding. Positive IOD events are linked to a decrease of precipitation in west-611

ern Australia, where as negative events lead to an increase in rainfall (Trenberth, 1990;612

Nicholls et al., 1997) and http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/. At the beginning of the613

new century Australia experienced the severe ”Millenium drought” (van Dijk et al., 2013).614

The strong La Niña event starting 2010 led to increased precipitations and caused floods615

all over the continent (http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/enso/lnlist).616

Trends from WaterGAP have opposite sign and smaller magnitude as compared617

to Li21. The small trends for WaterGAP are also found by Schumacher et al. (2018) and618

Yang et al. (2020). The latter reported a mismatch between GRACE and WaterGAP619

supposedly due to a lack of ability of the model to represent ground water trends and620

soil moisture. Trends computed based on the reconstruction by Li21 are mostly positive621

indicating a shift from dry to wet. The trends from WaterGAP are mostly negative in-622

dicating a slightly increase in water mass loss.623

The data sets show higher magnitudes in the average rate changes, when compar-624

ing the entire time frame with the twenty years before GRACE. For the entire time frame,625

the reconstructions by Li21 and WaterGAP both exhibit near-zero small acceleration,626

whereas HG19 suggests much higher rate range changes. The regions in the Murray-Darling627

basin exhibiting negative accelerations are associated with agricultural areas (van Dijk628

et al., 2013). The negative range rate changes might be related to a decline in the ground-629

water storage from 1993-2009 primary due to pumping for agricultural and domestic pur-630

pose (J. L. Chen et al., 2016). HG19 depicts positive accelerations for these regions, which631

might be due to the model formulation, that does not include any anthropogenic effects.632
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van Dijk et al. (2013) reported a positive trend in precipitation for the north and west633

of Australia, both regions show a positive acceleration for Li21, HG19 and WaterGAP634

in the twenty years prior to GRACE, reflecting the increase in water mass.635

For the annual signal the data sets are in a good agreement except for one region,636

at the northwestern part of Australia. WaterGAP does not show any signal variation in637

this region. HG19 shows higher annual amplitude magnitudes compared to the other data638

sets for the entire time frame, whereas Li21 exhibits high magnitudes for the twenty years639

prior to GRACE. The minimal signal peaks for Australia range from October for the south-640

western part to February/ March for the southern part.641

For the subseasonal signal the reconstruction displays low signal variability in the642

south and higher ones in the north of Australia. WaterGAP additionally depicts high643

signal variations for the eastern coast and the region around the Swan coastal area. Both644

regions are associated with a humid climate (Köppen, 1923) and are mostly affected by645

ENSO and IOD, both phenomena leading to changes in precipitation patterns and strength646

(Forootan et al., 2016).647

On interannual signal scale WaterGAP exhibits similar signal patterns as for the648

subseasonal signal, but with higher signal magnitudes. The reconstructions show extended649

signal patterns covering the north and the eastern and southern coast. The inter-annual650

signal variation derived from HG19 show higher magnitudes compared to Li21 and Wa-651

terGAP, especially for the eastern coast. This region is strongly affected by ENSO events652

(Forootan et al., 2016; van Dijk et al., 2013). The change in precipitation creates sig-653

nal variabilities visible in the data sets.654

On interannual signal scale WaterGAP exhibits similar signal patterns as for the655

subseasonal signal, but with higher signal magnitudes. The reconstructions show extended656

signal patterns covering the north and the eastern and southern coast. The inter-annual657

signal variation derived from HG19 show higher magnitudes compared to Li21 and Wa-658

terGAP, especially for the eastern coast. This region is strongly affected by ENSO events659

(Forootan et al., 2016; van Dijk et al., 2013). The change in precipitation creates sig-660

nal variabilities visible in the data sets.661

3.3.2 Amazon basin662

The Amazon basin is Earth biggest drainage basin, with high seasonal rainfall vari-663

ability (Costa & Foley, 1998; Marengo, Liebmann, et al., 2012). Frappart et al. (2013)664

found a high correlation between rainfall and GRACE derived TWS for the years 2003−665

2010, making it quite reasonable to assume, that rainfall is the main driver for water stor-666

age changes in the Amazon river basin. On inter-annual time scale the precipitation pat-667

terns are influenced by ENSO, leading to several droughts and floods (Marengo, Tomasella,668

et al., 2012; Towner et al., 2021; Marengo & Espinoza, 2016; Xavier et al., 2010; Phillips669

et al., 2012; J. L. Chen et al., 2010).670

The trend from Li21 for the Amazon basin is mostly positive, indicating a water671

mass increase for this region. WaterGAP on the other side depicts a positive trend for672

the Negro and Madeira sub-basin and a negative one for the Solimoes sub-basin.For their673

reconstruction Becker et al. (2011) performed an empirical orthogonal function (EOF)674

analysis of precipitation data over the Amazon for the years 1980−2008, 1990−2008,675

2003−2008. The leading EOFs show a strong positive signal (in terms of water accu-676

mulation) for the western part and a negative one for the eastern part. The derived dom-677

inant signals by Becker et al. (2011) correspond nicely to the trend pictured by Water-678

GAP, leading to the conclusion, that the derived trend is mainly driven by precipitation.679

Floods and droughts in the Amazon basin are known to be driven by large-scale climate680

variability, like ENSO (Towner et al., 2021). According to Rodell et al. (2018) the mostly681

positive trend derived from Li21 is due to an increase in precipitation and floods mainly682

driven by La Niña after an decrease in precipitation related to El Niño (J. L. Chen et683

al., 2010; Marengo & Espinoza, 2016; Towner et al., 2021).684
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For the entire time period the average rate range changes are mostly negative, ex-685

cept for the Madeira sub-basin. The trend derived for Li21 is mostly positive, the ac-686

celeration mostly negative. This suggests, that the Amazon basin may be in a near equi-687

librium state. We find the same in the WaterGAP simulations, even though the trends688

magnitude of WaterGAP is smaller compared to Li21. For the twenty years prior to GRACE689

the range rate change pattern of WaterGAP does not change. A change from positive690

to negative acceleration for the Negro sub-basin for Li21 is visible. The accelerations for691

HG19 show an opposite pattern with respect to the accelerations computed from Wa-692

terGAP. This mismatch means that at interannual timescales the water storage change693

in the Amazon cannot be well explained by temperature and precipitation trends; this694

may be due to processes not well represented in either reconstruction or model, or due695

to biases in the forcing data.696

All three data sets show high annual amplitudes over the main stream. Due to the697

resolution of the underlying GRACE solution the derived signal patterns for the recon-698

structions are blurred, where as in WaterGAP the river stream is visible. Comparing the699

annual amplitude for the entire time period and the twenty years prior to GRACE re-700

veals no change in signal magnitude. However, the signal pattern changes slightly. For701

Li21 it becomes narrower, mimicking the WaterGAP river routing. For HG19 the an-702

nual signal pattern shifts slightly towards the North Atlantic. The annual phase of the703

datasets displays minimal signal peaks for December to January.704

Both reconstructions show high subseasonal signals for the Negro and Amazon sub-705

basins. For the main branch the magnitude of the subseasonal signal of Li21 is smaller706

compared to HG19. WaterGAP displays high subseasonal signal variations for the whole707

Amazon basin. The signal magnitude increases from Li21 to HG19 to WaterGAP.708

High inter-annual signal variability over most parts of the Amazon basin are vis-709

ible in all three data sets on both time scales. HG19 and WaterGAP both show stronger710

inter-annual signals compared to Li21, with WaterGAP showing the biggest inter-annual711

signal variability, followed by HG19 and Li21.712

To better understand the information content and ’effective’ spatial resolution of713

the detrended and deseasonalized reconstructions, we decided to compute the spatial au-714

tocorrelation for a given point in the Silimoes sub basin of the Amazon. As expected,715

highest correlations are found for the Silimoes and Madeira (sub) basin. HG19 also ex-716

hibits correlations of around 0.5 for the Congo, Niger, Nil, Zambezi, Amur, Kem, Mis-717

sissippi, Saint-Laurent, Nelson and Murray basin, as well as Lake Victoria. Simular cor-718

relation patterns for the Congo, Amur, Mississippi and Kem basin are also revealed in719

the Li21 data, however, the correlation itself is smaller compared to HG19. Moderate720

long-range correlations are indeed visible for both data sets; this can be explained by the721

irregularities (with respect to the annual cycle) in the precipitation driven by ENSO.722

3.3.3 Europe723

Europe is facing more and more severe droughts, leading to an decrease in water724

storage (Gerdener et al., 2020; Boergens et al., 2020; Gudmundsson & Seneviratne, 2015;725

Spinoni et al., 2015a, 2015b). The largest changes are found for the big European basins:726

Volga, Danube, Dnieper, Don and Rhine (Rodell et al., 2018; Humphrey et al., 2016).727

Li21 shows positive trends for the Mediterranean, Boreal and Atlantic parts of Eu-728

rope for the full time frame. For Central Europe the reconstructions indicate mass losses729

increasing from west to eastern Europe, the biggest negative trends allocated around the730

Black Sea. This findings are in a good agreement with Rodell et al. (2018); Eicker et al.731

(2016); Tapley et al. (2019). WaterGAP exhibits positive trends for the Boreal regions732

and western part of the Danube basin and negative ones elsewhere. For the two decades733

prior to GRACE, WaterGAP displays a shift from negative to positive trends. This is734

in a good agreement with the findings of Spinoni et al. (2015b) Similar behaviours are735

found for Li21. The change in trend patterns between the two time series suggest a de-736

crease in water storage after 2002, so strong, that it influences the derived trends and,737
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therefore, dominates the time series. Following WaterGAP, the water storage decrease738

affects all European countries, where as in Li21 the affected countries are located in the739

middle of Europe.740

For the full time series, WaterGAP and Li21 exhibit similar slightly positive ac-741

celeration patterns. HG19 displays high signal magnitudes compared to the other data742

sets showing mostly negative accelerations, with maximum values around the Black See743

and parts of France. Positive accelerations are shown for the region around the Adriatic744

Sea. For the years 1979-2002 the acceleration patterns become more pronounced in all745

three data sets. HG19 exhibits mostly positive acceleration except for Siberia, parts of746

Norway and parts of Spain. In contrast to that, Li21 depicts negative acceleration for747

all countries located between the Adriatic and Black Sea and positive ones over Siberia.748

These patterns are reflected by WaterGAP. However, WaterGAP nevertheless displays749

negative accelerations for Sweden, whereas both reconstructions show positive ones.750

The annual amplitude of HG19 does not change through the time frames. Regions751

with higher annual amplitudes are located around the Black Sea, the southern part of752

Spain and Portugal and the north-eastern part of France and Germany and Iceland. Low753

annual amplitudes are shown for the Boreas and Atlantic countries. Similar patterns are754

found for WaterGAP and Li21 for the years 1979-2002. For the full time frame the sig-755

nal magnitude is smaller compared to the twenty years prior to GRACE, while the sig-756

nal pattern stays the same. For the full time frame the data sets exhibit values around757

DOY 80-150 for south-eastern part, values around DOY 200-300 for the eastern part and758

values above DOY 300 for Central Europe. For the Pre-GRACE time frame, all data sets759

show, that the minimal day of the annual signal amplitude only changes for the eastern760

and middle part of Europe, so regions, that are more effected by water mass changes.761

For the shorter time period the data sets shows a good agreement for central and south-762

ern Europe, Scandinavia and the region around the Adriatic Sea. For the region around763

the Back Sea, Li21 and WaterGAP display values around 150 DOY. The values derived764

from HG19 are around 230 DOY and closer to the full time frame.765

The derived subseasonal signal from the data sets is the same for both time peri-766

ods. Li21 and HG19 identify similar regions in Central Europe and the coastal border767

of Norway with high subseasonal signal variations. However, the magnitude of the sig-768

nal shown by Li21 is smaller compared to HG19. Low subseasonal signal variations are769

shown for England. WaterGAP exhibit higher signal magnitudes compared to the re-770

constructions, with high variations for the northern and southern part of Europe, with771

a small band of lower magnitudes covering the continual part of Europe.772

The reconstructions show high interannual signal variations for the eastern part773

of Europe and southern part of Spain. Especially for eastern Europe the derived mag-774

nitude is higher for the full time series compared to the years 1979-2002. For Central Eu-775

rope Li21 displays moderate interannual signal variations. The derived signal variations776

from HG19 and WaterGAP are notably higher, with WaterGAP displaying signal vari-777

ations up to two times bigger compared to Li21.778

We also compute the autocorrelation and time lag for the detrended and deseason-779

alized reconstructions for a point in Central Europe (figure 10). As expected for both780

reconstructions the correlation is high around the chosen point, and drops to near zero781

after a few thousand kilometres. High correlation are thus (in this example) shown for782

the Loire, Rhone, Seine, Garonne Elbe, Rhine and Po basin. We find that for Li21, the783

correlation pattern is stronger compared to HG19 and extends more to the west. The784

time lag for both data sets is in the range of a month. As expected, long-range corre-785

lations are nearly zero.786
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4 Evaluation of global TWSA reconstructions with satellite tracking787

data788

4.1 GRACE and GRACE-FO data789

We derived a trend, acceleration, annual amplitude and annual phase using a least790

square approach for four different GRACE solutions and the reconstructions for the years791

2002−2020 for the global land. The computed values are shown in table Appendix C.3.792

The first column of table Appendix C.3 displays the trend, if only trend and annual am-793

plitude and phase are estimated. The second column shows the trend in case an addi-794

tional parameter for the acceleration is taken into account during the estimation pro-795

cess. As the annual amplitude and annual phase are derived based on orthogonal func-796

tions, the annual amplitudes and phase are less sensitive towards additional parameters.797

The according time series are shown in figure Appendix C.1. Clearly visible are the dif-798

ferent slopes depicted by the time series and the slight differences in amplitude between799

the different data products.800

The trends in the first column of table Appendix C.3 all show slightly negative val-801

ues, indicating a water loss over land. For the spherical harmonic solution the computed802

trend varies from −0.15 mm/yr to −0.22 mm/yr. The trend from the mass concentra-803

tion block solution (mascon) from Center of Space Research (CSR) is around ten times804

bigger compared to the spherical harmonic (SH) solution. Similar results were found by805

Jing et al. (2019) for the Tibetan Plateau. The reconstruction from Li21 is based on the806

CSR mascon solution, the magnitude of the trend of this specific solution is reflected by807

the reconstruction. The negative trends of the mascon based solutions are also clearly808

visible in figure Appendix C.1. As mentioned before, the HG19 reconstruction is not de-809

signed to reproduce a trend, e.g. as contained in the training TWSA data.However, it810

is nevertheless possible to derive a trend for any given time period and other reseach-811

ers have used such trends. The derived trend of −0.16 mm/yr is in the order of the spher-812

ical harmonic solutions.813

Adding a parameter for the acceleration to the estimation process gives the model814

more flexibility in terms of model estimation, leading to changes in the estimated mag-815

nitude and sign of the trend. For the spherical harmonic solutions the values range from816

0.59 mm/yr to 0.69 mm/yr. The negative trend from the mascon solution and Li21 de-817

creases from −1.76 mm/yr to −1.13 mm/yr. Again, the trend for HG19 is within the818

range of the estimated trends of the spherical harmonic solutions.819

The estimated acceleration for all datasets is negative, ranging from −0.04 mm/yr2820

for the spherical harmonic solutions and HG19 to −0.03 mm/yr2 for the CSR mascon821

solution. The CSR mascon solution and Li21 are quite close to each other in terms of822

derived trend. However, the acceleration derived for Li21 is two times bigger compared823

to the one derived from the CSR mascon.824

The annual amplitude varies from 13 mm for the German Research Center for Geo-825

science (GFZ) spherical harmonic solution to 24 mm for the CSR mascon solution and826

Li21. The two reconstructions together with the mascon solution depict the highest am-827

plitude with values over 20 mm.828

We conclude, that the reconstructions seem to follow the signal properties of the829

GRACE solution used to train them. This can be seen for the trend of Li21, which is830

close to the one of the CSR mascon solution, and for the annual amplitude, which is in-831

herited for both data sets from a mascon based GRACE solution. We find, that the an-832

nual amplitudes of the reconstructions are closer to the mascon based compared to the833

spherical harmonic GRACE solution.834

4.2 Pre-GRACE era comparison to satellite laser ranging data835

For this section the reconstructions have been expanded into spherical harmonics836

and have been truncated at a spherical harmonic degree of n = 12, omitting most of837
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the higher frequency signals. For a spherical harmonic degree of n = 12 no filtering is838

necessary for the SLR data and, therefore, for the reconstructions.839

The strongest negative trends in Li21 are related to the mass loss of the Caspian840

Sea (Loomis & Luthcke, 2017; Rodell et al., 2018) and the groundwater depletion in In-841

dia, Iraq, Iran and parts of Arabian Peninsula (Joodaki et al., 2014; J. Chen et al., 2014;842

Rodell et al., 2018). Furthermore, negative trends are found for Alaska, the Mackenzie843

basin, the Mississippi basin, parts of Mexico, the Sahara, the Congo basin, the Tocantins,844

the Parnaiba, the Sao Francisco basin, northern part of South America and western Eu-845

rope. Positive trends are shown for Australia, the Limpopo, Orange, Okavango and Zam-846

bezi, the Orinoco basin, parts of the Amazon basin and parts of Canada. Like Li21, HG19847

exhibits negative trends for the Mississippi basin and the region around the Caspian sea,848

the latter with smaller signal magnitude compared to Li21. Notable negative trends are849

also found for the Parana basin and the Congo basin. Regions with positive trends are850

Australia, except for the Murray-Darling basin, the Orange basin, Okavango basin, Limpopo851

basin, Zambezi basin and part of the Amazon basin. For SLR, the strongest negative852

trends are located over the Ellesmere and the Baffin Islands, the region of the Caspian,853

the Aral and the Black Sea. The trend derived for Africa is mostly positive, with the high-854

est values depict for the Congo and Zambezi basin. A negative trend is visible for the855

west-southern part of Africa. Australia exhibits mostly positive trends, with negative856

trends at the southern western coast. In comparison, HG19 is missing signals around the857

Hudson Bay, Alaska and Fennoscandia, for which SLR displays the strongest trends. In858

Li21 these signals are only visible for Ellesmere and Baffin Islands. The data sets dis-859

play negative trends for the US, the region around the Caspian, the Black and the Aral860

Sea, India and Siberia.861

The accelerations are shown in the second row of figure 3, left to right: HG19, Li21,862

SLR. Strong acceleration patterns for SLR are located around the Hudson Bay, the Orinoco863

basin and spreading over the Black Sea, the Caspian Sea, India and China. Positive ac-864

celerations are derived for Alaska, the region under the Orinoco basin, the Congo and865

Zambezi basin, the Ob basin and northern Australia. Li21 exhibits negative range rate866

changes for the Parana basin, the Tocantins basin, the Parnaiba basin, the Sao Francisco867

basin, the Sierra Neveda, the Zambezi basin, the Black Sea, the Caspian Sea, northern868

Siberia, India and northern Australia. Positive accelerations are situated over the Ob869

basin, the Nil basin, the Japura and Solimoes basin (sub-basins of the Amazon basin),870

the Yukon basin, the southern land of the Hudson Bay and the southwestern part of Aus-871

tralia. HG19 exhibits positive accelerations for the Amazon basin and the northern part872

of South America, the Sahara and Arabian Peninsula, the Zambezi, Orange, Okagavo873

and Limpopo basin, Australia with the exception of the Murray-Darling basin, Alaska874

and Siberia. For the other regions negative range rate changes are shown. The magni-875

tude as well as location of the accelerations differ widely across the data sets.876

The annual amplitudes and corresponding phases are shown in the third and fourth877

row of figure 3. SLR depicts high values for the Amazon basin, the region around the878

Hudson Bay and the Gulf of Alaska, the Congo and Zambezi basin, the Niger and Lake879

Chad basin, the Ob basin, western India and southern China and north eastern Australia.880

For the Amazon basin, the Congo basin and north-eastern Australia the derived min-881

imal signal magnitude is around January. The Mississippi basin and the region around882

the Hudson Bay display minimal phase values around DOY 120-150. For the Zambezi883

basin and ice covered regions the minimum is found for January. The Niger and Lake884

Chad basin, western India and southern China show minimal phase values around DOY885

200-300. For the Ob basin it is around DOY 50-100. The average annual amplitudes in886

the Amazon river, around the Gulf of Alaska and in the Ob basin are also reflected by887

the reconstructions, with HG19 showing higher values compared to Li21. Li21 also shows888

a signal over the La Plata basin, the Mississippi basin and for the region between the889

Black and the Caspian Sea. The strong annual signal in the Congo and Zambezi basin890

detected by SLR is missing. HG19 pictures high annual signal amplitudes over Alaska,891

California, in the Mississippi basin, in the Amazon and La Plata basin, in the Zambezi892
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Figure 3. Trend, acceleration, annual amplitude and phase, subseasonal and interannual sig-

nal for the years 1992-2002 for the reconstructions and SLR on a global scale
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basin, over the Victoria Sea, around the Black and the Caspian Sea, the Ob basin, north-893

western India and north-eastern Australia. The signal in the Mississippi basin, Australia894

and the signal spreading from the Black over the Caspian Sea to India can also be found895

for Li21 and partially for the SLR data, even though the signal magnitude is smaller.896

The annual amplitudes related to the La Plata basin and around the Victoria Sea are897

not reflected by Li21 or SLR. The signal in the Hudson Bay detected by SLR is not found898

in the reconstructions. For the Amazon basin and Alaska Li21 and HG19 depict min-899

imal signal magnitudes around DOY 360. SLR exhibits values around zero, suggesting900

a small frequency shift between SLR and the reconstructions. A similar behaviour is found901

for Siberia, China and India.902

The subseasonal signal is displayed in the fifth row of figure 3. Similar to the an-903

nual amplitude SLR exhibits high signal variations for the area around the Hudson Bay,904

Alaska, the Amazon basin and the Congo and Zambezi basin. Regions with a moder-905

ate subseasonal signal magnitudes are India and southern China, northern Australia, the906

region above the Black Sea and Alaska. Notable are also signals for the Mackenzie and907

Mississippi basin and the Caspian Sea. Both reconstructions show high subseasonal sig-908

nal variation for the Orinoco basin, the Zambezi basin and over north-western India. Re-909

gions with lower signal variations are the northern part of Siberia, northern Australia,910

the Negro and Japura basin (both part of the Amazon basin), the Magdalena basin and911

in the Niger basin. HG19 exhibits higher signal magnitudes compared to Li21. The re-912

gions identified by the reconstructions are only partly found in the SLR data. The sig-913

nal over South America in the SLR data is more pronounced and extends over the ma-914

jority of the continent. The same holds for the signal over Africa and Australia. The high915

subseasonal signal variations over the Hudson Bay, and north-eastern Europe are not vis-916

ible in the reconstructions.917

The inter-annual signal variation is shown in the last row of figure 3. Similar re-918

gions compared to the annual amplitudes are found to have high inter-annual signal changes.919

In comparison to SLR and Li21, HG19 exhibits higher magnitudes for Siberia, Alaska920

and the region around the Caspian Sea. SLR shows bigger magnitudes for the Amazon921

basin, the Zambezi basin and the region around the Hudson Bay.922

Except for region affected by GIA, the data sets exhibit similar signal patterns in923

all metrics. However, the magnitude of the signal differs. Strong water storage changes924

are, especially but not exclusively, found in the Amazon basin, the Congo, Zambezi, Limpopo,925

Orange and Okavango basin. As expected, the SLR data reveals larger trends and ac-926

celerations over regions affected by GIA, which are not present in the reconstructions.927

4.3 Long-term evolution of water storage at river basin scale928

We derived water storage changes on an interannual scale for the years 1979−2020929

for the reconstructions for nine major river basins. The selected basin are the Amazon930

basin in South America, the Mississippi and Mackenzie basin in North America, the Nile,931

Niger and Congo basin in Africa and the Danube and Volga basin in Europe. The basins932

are visualised in figure Appendix D.2.933

Several flood and drought events in the Amazon basin fall into the observation pe-934

riod (Marengo & Espinoza, 2016). The droughts in the years 1983 and 1997−1998 were935

linked to strong El Niño events (Marengo & Espinoza, 2016) and are clearly visible in936

the time series. Additionally, the droughts in the years 1980, 1995, 2005, the strong drought937

in 2015 and the floods from 1989, 1999 and 2005 are reflected by the data sets. Except938

for the strong drought in 2015, for which both data sets show similar signal magnitude,939

HG19 reveals stronger changes in the water storage compared to Li21.940

The Congo basin is situated in about the same geographical latitude as the Ama-941

zon basin (Nicholson, 2022; Amarasekera et al., 1997) and is comparable to the Ama-942

zon basin in terms of climate and ecology (Nicholson, 2022). However, precipitation is943

lower in the Congo basin compared to the Amazon basin and, therefore, seasonal and944

inter-annual variability is smaller. Over the whole time series, HG19 shows a decrease945
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in water storage for the basin, a negative trend is clearly visible. The time series from946

Li21 oscillates around zero. In comparison to HG19, Li21 seams to overestimate the wa-947

ter storage changes for the GRACE era and underestimates them for the pre GRACE948

era. Interestingly, the reconstructions show a good agreement for the years 1998−2002.949

For the Danube basin both reconstructions reveal a loss of water mass from the year950

1983 until 1990. After the year 1992 both reconstructions exhibit an increase of water951

storage followed by several peaks in the years 2006, 2011 and 2015.952

For the Ganges basin the inter-annual time series for Li21 do not show any signif-953

icant change in the water storage. HG19 on the other side, shows fluctuations of around954

60 Gt over the whole time series. The precipitation over the Ganges and India depends955

highly on the Indian summer monsoon (MIRZA et al., 1998; Kumar et al., 2010). The956

moonson cycles are linked to ENSO and the IOD modes. The strong flood in 1998 partly957

due to the strong La Niña event is clearly visible in the reconstruction of HG19, as well958

as the decrease in water mass during the drought in 2002. Both events are only slightly959

to not visible in Li21.960

The inter-annual time series for the Mackenzie river basin are in a partly agreement,961

for the years 1986−1989 or 2004−2015. For the years 1979−1984 and 2011−2015 the962

decrease in water storage shown by HG19 is more pronounced compared to Li21. The963

opposite is the case for the years 2002−2005 and 2016 onward. The time series for HG19964

seam to be dominated by oscillating signal for the years 1992−199 with a wavelength965

of 3 years. This signal pattern is not reflected by the Li21 reconstruction.966

The time series of the interannual signal of the Mississippi basin show a strong de-967

crease in water mass for the years 1981, 1989 and 2013 and an increase in water stor-968

age for the years 1983− 1987, 1994 and 2010. In comparison, HG19 exhibits stronger969

signal changes compared to Li21.970

For the Nile basin a similar effect as for the Congo basin can be observed. HG19971

shows a negative slope over the whole period, where as Li21 depicts no visible change972

in water storage.973

During the GRACE era the reconstruction shows a strong decrease in water mass974

for the Niger basin for 2011. Before 2003 the reconstructions vary greatly, exhibiting par-975

tially inverse storage changes, like for the beginning of the time series. Compared to Li21,976

HG19 displays stronger signal oscillations for the years 1979 − 2003 and smaller ones977

for the GRACE era.978

The reconstructions display a slight decrease in water storage for the Volga basin979

for the years 2010 to 2015 with a shift towards an increase for the years after 2015. The980

magnitude of the water mass loss for HG19 is higher compared to Li21. For the years981

2000−2008 and the first years of the reconstructions, the data sets exhibit similar wa-982

ter mass changes. Notable, especially for HG19, but also for Li21 is an increase in wa-983

ter content for 1991.984

We conclude, that the time series of the reconstructions are surprisingly close be-985

yond the annual cycle for basins with signal amplitudes, dominated by seasonal precip-986

itation, like the Amazon, Danube and Mississippi basin. For basins with low inter-annual987

signal variability, like the Congo and Nile basin we find differing long-term trends.988

5 Conclusions989

In this study we derived trend, acceleration, annual amplitude, annual phase, inter-990

annual signal parts and subseasonal TWSA signals from the two global reconstructions991

from Humphrey and Gudmundsson (2019) and F. Li et al. (2021) and from the hydro-992

logical model WaterGAP for the years 1979− 2016 (full time frame) and 1979− 2002993

(pre GRACE time frame). Furthermore, we compared the reconstructions to the low de-994

gree gravity fields derived from SLR (Löcher & Kusche, 2020) for the pre GRACE time995

frame 1992 − 2002 for a spherical harmonic degree of expansion of n = 12. We also996

derived trend, acceleration, annual amplitude and phase from four different GRACE so-997

lutions and the reconstructions for the years 2002− 2020.998
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We find similar sign and magnitude of water storage changes over the full time pe-999

riod and pre GRACE time period for South America and the large basins in southern1000

Africa, like the Congo and Zambezi basin. These regions also stick out with highest TWSA1001

in the SLR-derived maps of mass variability. For Europe, Siberia, India, southern China,1002

Australia and North America the magnitude of TWSA over the four decades differs be-1003

tween the reconstructions and the hydrological model. The SLR observations exhibit higher1004

magnitudes of water storage changes for India, northern China, northern Australia, Alaska1005

and the north-eastern part of Siberia. However we caution that the SLR data also in-1006

clude gravity changes due to glacier mass variability, and a direct comparison is most1007

meaningful in areas free of glaciers. Except for the acceleration (and trend), the signal1008

pattern and magnitude of TWSA is similar for the full and pre GRACE time frame. The1009

acceleration for the pre GRACE time period exhibit notably higher signal magnitudes1010

and patterns compared to the full time frame. We recap here, that HG19 is not tuned1011

to reproduce a trend and the one by Li21 is not reconstructed, but recovered from the1012

GRACE period.1013

Given the good agreement of all data sets, we suggest, that the Congo basin has1014

indeed suffered a prolonged loss of water storage over the last 40 years. The US show1015

a similar picture, with negative accelerations and trends, also suggesting a water mass1016

loss over the last fourty years. For the Amazon basin high TWSA variations are found.1017

According to the trend and range rate changes the Amazon basin appears, over the last1018

four decades in a-near equilibrium. For Europe and Australia no significant trend or ac-1019

celeration pattern is found. The huge drying patterns of the Caspian Sea and the Aral1020

Sea, clearly visible in GRACE observations, are not reflected by trend or accelerations1021

over the fourty years. For this region moderate TWSA magnitudes are found on sub-1022

seasonal and interannual scale. SLR on the other side, exhibits strong negative accel-1023

eration, with a slightly negative trend in this region.1024
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Appendix A Data processing1538

The functional relationship to derive trend, acceleration, annual amplitude and phase1539

reads1540

f⃗ (⃗t) = a0 + a1(⃗t− t0) + a2(⃗t− t0)
2 + c1 cos(2π(⃗t− t0)) + s1 sin(2π(⃗t− t0)), (A1)1541

where x⃗ = [a0, a1, a2, c1, s1]
T are the parameters estimated in the least square process1542

and t0 is a reference epoch. For this study the data has been referenced to the time of1543

the first observation. As HG19 does not include a trend the equation above reduces to1544

f⃗ (⃗t) = a0 + a2(⃗t− t0)
2 + c1 cos(2π(⃗t− t0)) + s1 sin(2π(⃗t− t0)). (A2)1545

As trend and acceleration estimated by the least squares approach differ, depending on1546

whether parameters are estimated separately or joinly, we first estimated the trend for1547

the other data sets, reduced them by the estimated trend and then derived acceleration,1548

annual amplitude and phase. The annual amplitude and phase are computed based on1549

the estimated coefficients c1, s1. For better interpretability the annual phase is expressed1550

as the day of the signal minimum via1551

DMin =
arctan(s1, c1) + π

2π
365, 25. (A3)1552

The annual amplitude is computed as1553

A =
√

s21 + c21 (A4)1554

We define interannual signal as all signal components with a period longer than a1555

year. The interannual signal was derived based on a combination of filtering and least1556

squares adjustment. In a first step the annual and semi-annual periods are computed and1557

reduced from the data sets based on a least square adjustment fitting annual and semi-1558

annual coefficients to the time series. A low pass filter is applied to reduce all frequen-1559

cies greater than 1. The filter weights are derived for an ideal lowpass filter, which is de-1560

fined as a filter that allows all frequencies greater than a given cutting frequency (in our1561

case > 1 year) to pass and set all frequencies smaller then the cutting frequency (< 11562

year) to zero. The derived coefficients, c|k|, reads1563

c|k| = c|k|σ
N
|k| =

N∑
k=0

νstop
νN

sinc

(
k
νstop
νN

)
sinc

(
k

N + 1

)
(A5)1564

The filter length, N , was set to 13 months and the cutting frequency νstop to 1 year. The1565

derived filter coefficients are finite. A Lanczos smoothing hammingdigital1989, heredenotedas1566

σN
|k| is used to smooth the signal around the cutting frequency νstop.1567

We define subseasonal to be all signal parts < 1 year. The dominant annual sig-1568

nal is removed using a least square adjustment. All signals > 1 year are reduced using1569

a high pass filter. Assuming, the input signal,{un}∆x, can be written as {un}∆x = {yn}∆x+1570

{zn}∆x with {yn}∆x containing the low frequencies, i.e the output of the low pass fil-1571

ter, and {zn}∆x the high frequencies, the high pass filter can be derived as {zn}∆x =1572

{un}∆x − {yn}∆x.1573

It should be mentioned, that the filtering operation, even though effectively reduc-1574

ing all unwanted frequencies also damps signal we are interested in. The frequency op-1575

eration might also cause leakage, so a smearing of frequencies in others.1576

Appendix B Different reconstructions of GRACE like TWSA1577

Table Appendix B.1 gives an overview of different GRACE like TWSA reconstruc-1578

tions, including reconstruction period, region and employed methods.1579
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Authors Predictors employed meth-
ods

Time pe-
riod

Area Data access

Humphrey and
Gudmundsson
(2019)

P, T exponential first
order decay func-
tion

01.1979 −
07.2019

global https://doi

.org/10.6084/

m9.figshare

.7670849

F. Li et al.
(2021)

P, T, SST,
climate in-
dices

PCA,ICA,STL,
LS, ANN; MLR,
ARX

07.1979 −
06.2020

global https://

doi.org/

10.5061/dryad

.z612jm6bt

A. Y. Sun et al.
(2021)

P, T, SST,
NAO,
MEI,GLDAS
TWS

AutoML 06.2017 −
12.2019

conterminous
U.S
(CONUS)

on request

Forootan et al.
(2020)

Swarm ICA 2002− 2020 global https://

www.mdpi.com/

2072-4292/12/

10/1639/s1

Z. Sun et al.
(2020)

P, T,
GLDAS
Noah TWS

DNN, MLR,
SARIMAX

04.2002 −
06.2018

60 basins on request

Tang et al.
(2021)

GLDAS
Noah TWS,
P, T, mete-
orological
data

RF 1980− 2014 Lancang-
Mekong
River
Basin

on request

Yu et al. (2021) EALCO
TWSA

CNN, cGAN,
DCAE, ConvL-
STM

1979− 2002 Canadian
landmass

on request

Lenczuk et al.
(2022)

forward and
backward AR
process

07.2017 −
05.2018

global on request

A. Y. Sun et al.
(2019)

GLDAS
Noah TWS

CNN 04.2002 −
06.2017

India on request

Ferreira et al.
(2019)

T, P, E,
SM, R, cli-
mate indices

NARX 1979− 2013 West
Africa

on request

Becker et al.
(2011)

in situ river
level records

PCA / EOF 1980− 2008 Amazon
basin

on request

Long et al.
(2014)

SMS, P, T MLP ANN 02.1979 −
12.2002

karst
Plateau
basin

on request

Richter et al.
(2021)

SWARM PCA 07.2017 −
05.2018

global on request

Zhang et al.
(2016)

SM, P ANN 1979− 2012 Yangtze
river basin

on request

Table Appendix B.1: Overview: Different reconstructions of
GRACE like TWSA
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Note: P precipation, T land surface temperature, SST sea surface temperature, NAO
North Atlantic Oscillation, MEI Multivariate ENSO index, E evaporation, SM soil mois-
ture, R rainfall, NDVI normalized difference vegetation index, M mascon, SH spherical
harmonics, PCA principal component analysis, ICA indipentend component analysis,
STL seasonal-trend decomposition based on loess, LS least square, ANN artificial neural
network, MLR multi linear regression, ARX autoregressive exogenous model, AutoML
automated machine learning, DNN deep neural network, SARIMAX seasonal ARIMA (au-
toregressiv integrated moving average) with exogenous variables, RF random forest, CNN
convolutional neural network, cGAN conditional generative adversarial network, DCAE
deep convolutional autoencoder, ConvLSTM convolutional long short term memory, AR
(process) auto regressive (process), NARX nonlinear autoregressive with exogenous input,
MLP multi-layer percepton

1580

Appendix C Trend, acceleration and annual amplitude and phase for1581

the reconstructions, WaterGAP and GRACE1582

Table Appendix C.1 shows the derived average trend, acceleration, average annual1583

phase and minimal day of the seasonal cycle for the reocntructions and the hydrologi-1584

cal model WaterGAP for 1979-2016 for the global land. Table Appendix C.2 reveal the1585

same, but for the Pre GRACE time frame. Average trend, average rate range change,1586

annual amplitude and minimal day of the seasonal cycle for the GRACE time frame for1587

four different GRACE solutions and the reconstructions for the global land are shown1588

in table Appendix C.3. Figure Appendix C.1 present the respective time series.1589

Appendix D Long term evolution of TWS1590

Figure Appendix D.1 reveal the water mass change for the detrended and desea-1591

sonalized reconstructions for 1979-2016 for nine major river basins. The time series of1592

HG19 is presented in red, Li21 in black. The according location of the basins are shown1593

in figure Appendix D.2. The time series are discussed in section 4.3.1594

Appendix E Supplementary results1595

The average trend, acceleration, average annual amplitude and phase, subseasonal1596

and interannual signal variability of water storage for Europe is shown in figure Appendix1597

E.1, for the years 1979-2016, and in figure Appendix E.2 for the pre GRACE era. The1598

results are discussed in section 3.3.3. Figure Appendix E.3 reveals the autocorrelation1599

pattern of the detrended and deseasonalized reconstructions for a point in the Amazon1600

basin. Figure Appendix E.4 shows the same, but for a point in Europe. The figures are1601

discussed in section 3.3.2 and 3.3.2.1602
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Trend∗

[mm/yr]
Trend⋄

[mm/yr]
Acceleration⋄

[mm/yr2]
annual amplitude∗⋄

[mm]
annual phase∗⋄

[d]

Li21 -1.59 -1.63 0.001 24.29 83
HG19 -0.57 -0.0135 -0.0137 21.95 266
WaterGAP -0.69 -0.56 -0.003 23.85 246

Table Appendix C.1. Trend, acceleration and annual amplitude and annual phase derived

from the two reconstructions and the hydrological model WaterGAP for the global land for the

time frame 1979− 2016, without (1st column) and with (2nd column) estimating acceleration

Trend∗

[mm/yr]
Trend⋄

[mm/yr]
Acceleration⋄

[mm/yr2]
annual amplitude∗⋄

[mm]
annual phase∗⋄

[d]

Li21 -1.62 -2.61 0.04 24.29 83
HG19 -0.04 0.57 -0.03 21.73 267
WaterGAP -0.65 -1.22 0.03 23.85 246

Table Appendix C.2. Trend, acceleration and annual amplitude and annual phase derived

from the two reconstructions and the hydrological model WaterGAP for the global land for the

time frame 1979− 2002, without (1st column) and with (2nd column) estimating acceleration

Trend∗

[mm/yr]
Trend⋄

[mm/yr]
Acceleration⋄

[mm/yr2]
annual amplitude∗⋄

[mm]
annual phase∗⋄

[d]

ITSG SH
2018 -0.22 0.63 -0.04 18.58 180

CSR SH
RL06 -0.15 0.69 -0.04 18.5 181

GFZ SH
RL06 -0.15 0.59 -0.04 13.31 180

CSR M
RL06, v.2 -1.76 -1.13 -0.03 24.30 173

Li21 -1.66 -0.62 -0.06 24.30 174
HG19 -0.16 0.61 -0.04 22.30 205

Table Appendix C.3. Trend, acceleration and annual amplitude and annual phase derived

from different GRACE/GRACE-FO solutions and the reconstructions for the global land for the

time frame 2002− 2020, without (1st column) and with (2nd column) estimating acceleration
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

1

Figure Appendix C.1. Time series for four different GRACE solutions and the two global

reconstructions for the global land for the time frame 2002− 2020
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1

Figure Appendix D.1. Detrended time series for Li21 (black crosses) and HG19 (red circles)

for the Amazon, Mississippi, Mackenzie, Volga, Danube, Ganges, Nile, Niger, Congo basin. The

seasonal signal is reduced using a 12 month moving average filter.
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Figure Appendix D.2. Overview: Selected basins
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Humphrey and Gudmundsson(2019)
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Figure Appendix E.1. Trend, acceleration, annual amplitude and phase, subseasonal and

interannual signal for the years 1979-2016 for the reconstructions and WaterGAP for Europe
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Humphrey and Gudmundsson(2019)
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Figure Appendix E.2. Trend, acceleration, annual amplitude and phase, subseasonal and

interannual signal for the years 1979-2002 for the reconstructions and WaterGAP for Europe
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Humphrey and Gudmundsson(2019)
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Figure Appendix E.3. top: Autocorrelation of the detrended and deseasonalized reconstruc-

tions. bottom: Time Lag. The point is located in the Amazon basin.
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Figure Appendix E.4. top: Autocorrelation of the detrended and deseasonalized reconstruc-

tions. bottom: Time Lag. The point is located in Germany.
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